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Section 1

About the Xojo User Guide
This Xojo User Guide is intended to describe Xojo for both

and Networking, Concurrency and Debugging. It finishes with

developers new to Xojo and those with significant experience

two chapters on Building Your Applications and then a chapter

with it.

on Advanced Framework features.

The User Guide is divided into several “books” that each focus

The Development book covers these areas: Deploying Your

on a specific area of Xojo: Fundamentals, User Interface,

Applications, Cross Platform Development, Web Development,

Framework and Development.

Migrating from Other Tools, Code Management and Sample

The User Guide is organized such that it introduces topics in the
order they are generally used.
The Fundamentals book starts with the Xojo Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) and then moves on to the Xojo
Programming Language, Modules and Classes. It closes with the
chapter on Application Structure.
The User Interface book covers the Controls and Classes used to
create Desktop and Web applications.

Applications.

Copyright
All contents copyright 2014 by Xojo, Inc. All rights reserved. No
part of this document or the related files may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form, by any means (electronic, photocopying,
recording, or otherwise) without the prior written permission of
the publisher.

Trademarks
Xojo is a registered trademark of Xojo, Inc. All rights reserved.

The Framework book builds on what you learned in the User
Interface and Fundamentals books. It covers the major

This book identifies product names and services known to be

framework areas in Xojo, including: Files, Text, Graphics and

trademarks, registered trademarks, or service marks of their

Multimedia, Databases, Printing and Reports, Communication

respective holders. They are used throughout this book in an
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editorial fashion only. In addition, terms suspected of being
trademarks, registered trademarks, or service marks have been
appropriately capitalized, although Xojo, Inc. cannot attest to the
accuracy of this information. Use of a term in this book should
not be regarded as aﬀecting the validity of any trademark,
registered trademark, or service mark. Xojo, Inc. is not associated
with any product or vendor mentioned in this book.
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Section 2

Conventions
The Guide uses screen snapshots taken from the Windows, OS X
and Linux versions of Xojo. The interface design and feature set
are identical on all platforms, so the differences between platforms are cosmetic and have to do with the differences between
the Windows, OS X, and Linux graphical user interfaces.
• Bold type is used to emphasize the first time a new term is
used and to highlight important concepts. In addition, titles of
books, such as Xojo User Guide, are italicized.

• Something that you are supposed to type is quoted, such as
“GoButton”.
• Some steps ask you to enter lines of code into the Code Editor. They appear in a shaded box:

ShowURL(SelectedURL.Text)

When you enter code, please observe these guidelines:
• When you are instructed to choose an item from one of the
menus, you will see something like “choose File ↠ New Project”. This is equivalent to “choose New Project from the File
menu.”
• Keyboard shortcuts consist of a sequence of keys that should
be pressed in the order they are listed. On Windows and
Linux, the Ctrl key is the modifier; on OS X, the ⌘ (Command)
key is the modifier. For example, when you see the shortcut
“Ctrl+O” or “⌘-O”, it means to hold down the Control key on a
Windows or Linux computer and then press the “O” key or hold
down the ⌘ key on OS X and then press the “O” key. You release the modifier key only after you press the shortcut key.

• Type each printed line on a separate line in the Code Editor.
Don’t try to fit two or more printed lines into the same line or
split a long line into two or more lines.
• Don’t add extra spaces where no spaces are indicated in the
printed code.
• Of course, you can copy and paste the code as well.
Whenever you run your application, Xojo first checks your code
for spelling and syntax errors. If this checking turns up an error,
an error pane appears at the bottom of the main window for you
to review.
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Section 3
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Chapter 1

Overview

CONTENTS
1. Overview
1.1. Event-Driven Programming
1.2. Layout Editor Overview
1.3. Other Layout Editor Features

Learn about the Layout Editor used to design
Windows and Web Pages for your applications.

Section 1

Event-Driven Programming
Your users interact with your applications by clicking the mouse

another event to occur. This continues until something causes

and typing on the keyboard. Each time the user clicks the mouse

the application to quit, usually the user’s choosing Exit from the

on a part of your application’s interface or types something in a

File menu (Quit on OS X).

field, an event occurs. The event is simply the action the user
took (the mouse click or the key press) and where it took place
(on this button, on that menu item, or in this TextField). Some
events can indirectly cause other events. For example, when the
user selects a menu item (causing an event) that opens a
window, it causes another event — the opening of the window.

As mentioned earlier, the user can also indirectly cause events to
occur. Buttons, for example, have an event called Action which
occurs when the user clicks the button. The code that handles
the response to an event is called (appropriately enough) an
event handler. Suppose the button’s Action event handler has
code that opens another window. When the user clicks the

With event-driven programming, each object you create can

button, the Action event handler opens a window and an Open

include, as part of itself, the code that executes in response to

event is sent to the window. This is not an event the user caused

the various events that can occur for that type of object. For

directly. The user caused this event indirectly by clicking the

example, a PushButton can include the code you wish to

button whose code opened the new window.

execute when the PushButton is pushed. An object can even
respond to events you might not have thought it could — such
as responding as the user moves the pointer over it. When the
user causes an event, the application checks to see if the object
the event was directed towards has any code that needs to
execute in response to that event. If the object has code for the

There are many events that can occur to each object in your
application. The good news is that you don’t have to learn about
all of them. You simply need to know where to look for them so
that, if you want to respond to an event, you can find out if the
object is able to respond to that event.

event, then it is called and then it waits for the user to cause
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Section 2

Layout Editor Overview
Designing Your User Interface

Add

The window and web page layout editors are the primary editors

The Add button is use to add code-related items to the window
or web page. This includes:

you use to design the user interface for your application. The
procedures for editing layouts are the same, regardless of
whether you are working with Windows on Desktop applications

• Event Handler (refer to the Event Handler topic below)

or Web Pages in Web applications.

• Menu Handler

Layout Area

• Method

The Layout Area displays as either a window or a web page,
depending on the type of project. In either case, you add
controls to the area by dragging them from the Library or the
Navigator onto the Layout Area.

Figure 1.1 Layout Editor Toolbar

• Note
• Property
• Computed Property
• Constant
• Delegate

Toolbar
The Layout Editor has its own toolbar with the following features,
in order from left to right:

• Enumeration
• Event Definition
• External Method
• Shared Computed Property
10

• Shared Method

Show Tab Order

• Shared Property

Show Tab Order displays each control in Tab Order view. When in
this view, each
control has a
Figure 1.2 Tab Order View
number
displayed on it
that indicates
its tab order,
with lines drawn
to the next
control in the tab order. This view gives you a great way to
visualize the tab order for your layout.

• Structure

View Layout
This button is grouped with View Code and is a toggle. When
viewing a Layout, this button is selected.
When not viewing a layout, you can click this button to quickly
switch back to the Layout Editor to see the last item you were
working on.

View Code
This button is grouped with View Layout and is a toggle. When
viewing a Layout, this button can be used to switch back to the
code editor for the last item being edited.

Set Default Value
The Set Default Value button allows you to set the default value
for various controls. Refer to the Default Values topic below.

Lock Position
The Lock Position button is used to lock controls so that they
cannot be moved. You can use this feature to prevent your user

Drag the numbers around to change the tab order for the
controls.

Show Measurements
The Show Measurements button allows you to better visualize
your layout. When you click enable Show Measurements view,
you can move the mouse around your layout to see various
measurements, such as how far a control is from the top of the
window or web page.
Select multiple controls to see various measurements, including
distances between the controls.

interface from being accidentally changed.
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Ordering

When you add a non-visual control to the layout, a Shelf is

The Ordering buttons (Order Forward, Order Front, Order
Backward and Order Back) are used to change the ordering of the
controls on the layout.

automatically displayed at the bottom

Fill

In web applications, Web Dialogs are

The Fill Width and Fill Height buttons expand the selected control

also treated as non-visual controls

to fill the remaining

because they do not appear as part of

space in its container.

the web page unless they are

Alignment

Figure 1.3 Setting the Default Value
for a PushButton

The Alignment buttons
(Align Left, Align
Right, Align Top and
Align Bottom) are
used to align controls
on the layout with
each other.

Spacing
The Space Horizontally and Space Vertically buttons align the
selected controls so that they are spaced equally apart.

Shelf
You can also add non-visual controls to the layout. A non-visual
control is any control that is not actually displayed as part of the
user interface (a Timer, for example).

of the Layout Editor and the non-visual
control is added to it.

Figure 1.5
Navigator Showing
Event Handlers

displayed by your code.

Default Values
Controls on the Layout Editor can have
their default value specified by pressing Return while the control
is selected, by clicking the Pencil rollover icon that appears when
you move the mouse over a control,
or by clicking the Set Default Value
button on the Layout Editor Toolbar
. This opens a pop-out window

Figure 1.4 A Window
with a Timer in the
Shelf

to enter the default value. For
example, with a PushButton, you can
specify the Caption. To close the
pop-out window, press Return, click
outside the pop-out window or click
the “Set Default Value” button on the
Layout Editor toolbar.
12

Event Handlers
To add an event handler to your control, you click the Add button
and select Event Handler.
This opens the Add Event Handler Window which displays the
events that are available for the control (or the window or web
page if that is what was selected). You can click on each event to
view the description of the event. Select an event and click OK
to create an Event Handler.
Event handlers appear in the Navigator underneath the selected
control. You can click on an event handler to see its code.

Alignment Guides
As you move controls around on a layout you will see additional
alignment guides to help with positioning.

Subclasses
To use subclasses of controls in your layout, drag them from the
Navigator to the Layout Area.
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Section 3

Other Layout Editor Features
Duplicating Controls

Editor. Or, if you give it Width and Height properties of zero, it will

You can duplicate the selected control or controls by choosing

remain in its position but become invisible. You would have a

Edit ↠ Duplicate (Ctrl+D or ⌘-D on OS X) or by holding down the

tough time clicking on it to select it. Additionally, the control

Control key (Option key on OS X) and dragging the selected

could have other controls layered on top of it and completely

control.

Selecting Controls
Controls can be selected in these ways: clicking on it, navigating
to it using the Tab key, or using the “Select” item in the
contextual menu.

obscuring it.
Negative values of the Left property are not recommended. If you
want to temporarily move a control oﬀ the window or web page,
a preferred strategy is to move it to the right of the window and
onto the visible pasteboard (the gray area that surrounds the
window or web page in the Layout Editor). Enlarge the

The contextual menu contains two items for selecting controls,

Workspace window, if necessary, so that the control is still

Select and Select All. The Select All command selects all

visible. Do not move the control further to the right than needed,

controls in the layout and Select has a submenu that lists all of

as this can increase memory usage.

the layout’s controls. This enables you to select any control even
if it is not currently visible. Choose a control from the submenu to
select it.

Selecting Invisible Controls
It’s possible for a control to disappear from the Layout Editor. For
example, if you give a control a large enough negative or positive
Left or Top property, it will disappear oﬀ the edge of the Layout

However, you can always use the Navigator or the contextual
menu to select a control that is not visible on the Layout Editor.
The Select submenu will always list all controls that belong to the
window even if they are not visible.
If you want to hide a control at run-time then you should instead
use its Visible property. A control marked as Visible = OFF will
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still appear on the Layout Editor, but will not appear when the

page. These properties are LockLeft, LockRight, LockTop, and

application runs.

LockBottom. You can set these in the Inspector using the

Changing Control Position on a Layout

Locking control.

A control’s position can be changed by dragging the control using

When one of these properties is locked (indicated by the closed

the mouse, by using the arrow keys (to move it one pixel at a time

lock icon), the space between

in the horizontal or vertical directions) and by changing the

the designated edge of the

properties in the Position group in the Inspector.

control and the corresponding

The Left and Top properties determine the location of the top-left
corner of the control, while the Width and Height properties
determine its size. You can always use these properties to
position and size controls precisely.
You can also select multiple controls and change their position
and size settings as a group.

Using Alignment Guides
When you drag a control, you can align it with other objects in the
window by taking advantage of built-in horizontal and vertical
alignment guides. When the object you are dragging is near the

Figure 1.6 Locking Properties

edge of the window or web
page remain the same when it
resizes.
You use these properties to
have the control resize or
move when its parent resizes.
For example, if you use a Text
Area as a text processing window, you will want to align the
edges of the control to the window and then use the LockLeft,
LockRight, LockTop, and LockBottom properties to resize the
control automatically when the user resizes the window.

horizontal and/or vertical side of another object, alignment guides

On web pages you can also center controls horizontally and

temporarily appear, allowing you to position the object precisely.

vertically within the page. You do this by unselecting all the

Locking Properties
Any visible control has four Boolean properties that you can use
to “lock” the control’s horizontal or vertical edges to the
corresponding horizontal or vertical edges of the window or web

vertical or horizontal lock icons for the control.

Lock Position in the Layout Editor
When you are finished adjusting a control’s location in a window,
you can lock it into place. This will prevent you from accidentally
15

moving it when you select it to read or change
its properties. When a control is locked to its
position, its size is also locked. To lock a
control, right-click on the control and choose

The Inspector displays the properties of the currently selected

Figure 1.7 A
Locked
Button

Lock Position from its contextual menu. A
locked control is shown in the Layout Editor
with a small padlock icon in the lower left
corner. You can continue to select the locked control, read and
edit its properties, and adjust its Tab Order (if applicable).
If you lock a child control, it keeps its position relative to its

control that can be changed from the Layout Editor. If more than
one control is selected, the Inspector displays only those
properties common to all of the selected controls.
Some properties are entered by typing, while others with on/oﬀtype values are represented by an On/Oﬀ switch. If the property is
set by typing, you can use either the Enter or the Return key to
make the new value take eﬀect.

Boolean Properties

parent, but it moves if you move the parent control. For example,

The values of Boolean properties are shown as ON/OFF switches

if you lock Radio Buttons inside a Group Box, you can move the

in the Inspector. A value of False is indicated by having the switch

Group Box and the Radio buttons will move along with the Group

in the OFF position and a value of

Box. However, you cannot move a locked Radio Button inside the

True is indicated by the ON position.

Group Box.
You can unlock the control by right-clicking on it and choosing
Unlock Control from the contextual menu.

Changing Control Properties with the
Inspector
Some changes to a control can be made without the Inspector.
For example, controls can be rearranged by simply dragging
them from one place to another inside the window. And some
controls may have values that can be changed using the Set

Figure 1.8 Boolean
Switch in Inspector

You change a value by clicking on the
ON/OFF switch.

Text Properties
Properties such as the text that appears in a Text Field or the
caption of a Button are entered simply by typing into the field. If
the text you want to enter is long, you can click the pencil icon
(

) next to the field to bring up a window with a larger text

editing area.

Default Value feature. However, most of the changes you make to
controls will be made using the Inspector.
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Constants

downward-pointing arrow to the right. Simply choose the desired

You can also choose to enter a constant as a value in the

value from the pop-up menu.

Inspector. For example, you can create a constant that contains
the caption for all of the “Accept” Buttons in your application. If
you want to change the caption, you only need to change the
value of the constant rather than edit the values for each Button.

For controls that accept a picture as a property value, you can
select the picture by
choosing from the popup menu associated with

Constants are especially useful for applications that are deployed

the property. All pictures

in more than one language. Instead of using literal text as

that have been added to

property values, you use constants for all text that the user sees.

the project are listed

This includes menus and menu items as well as windows. Each

automatically. In addition,

constant can be diﬀerent text for each language.

the last menu item is

Figure 1.9 A Pop-up Menu in the
Inspector

Figure 1.10 Specify the Initial
State of a Check Box

“Browse”. If the desired
Typically, constants used in this manner are collected in a

picture has not been

module. For more information about how to set up constants in

added to the project, you can choose Browse to locate the

this manner, see the Localization topic in the Appendix.

picture via an open-file dialog box. When you assign a picture to

To use a constant for the text, precede the name of the constant
by the number sign, #, as the value for a property in the Inspector.
For example, if you want to use a global constant (in a module)
named “Save”, you would refer to it in the Properties pane as
“#Save”. If it were a public constant in TextModule, you would
refer to in the Properties pane as “#TextModule.Save”.

Choice Lists
Some properties that require you to choose a value from a fixed
list are displayed as pop-up menus. Such properties have a

the property in this way, the picture that you select is
automatically added to the Project.

Color Properties
Color properties display the selected color. These colors can be
changed by clicking on the color in the Inspector and using the
Color Picker to choose a color.

Understanding Control Layers
Each control in a window has its own layer. This layer is like a
sheet of transparent plastic on which each control is placed. It
17

determines whether one control is in front of the other. The Layout

The focus is a visual cue that tells the user which control receives

Editor toolbar provides commands for moving a control forward

keystrokes. Controls that can get focus vary by platform.

one layer, to the front, backwards one layer, and to the very back
of the layers. Control layers determine the order in which your
application selects the controls as the user presses the Tab key.

Control

OS X

Windows

Linux

Text Field

Yes

Yes

Yes

Text Area

Yes

Yes

Yes

Combo Box

Yes

Yes

Yes

Canvas

Yes

Yes

Yes

Push Button

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bevel
Button

Yes

Yes

Yes

List Box

Yes

Yes

Yes

Slider

No

Yes

Yes

Popup
Menu

No

Yes

Yes

Check Box

No

Yes

Yes

Understanding The Focus
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Desktop

Learn about all the user interface controls used to
create Desktop applications.
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Section 1

Windows
Typically, most of a Desktop application’s user interface will be in

There are a wide variety of window types you can add to your

the application’s windows.

projects.

You create your user interface by creating its windows and
adding interface controls such as Buttons and Check Boxes. By
default, a Desktop application project has one window
(Window1) that is displayed automatically when the application
runs. Typically, you will begin designing your application’s
interface by adding controls to this window and enabling the
controls by writing code.
To add additional windows to an application:
• Add a new window to the project by clicking the Insert button
on the toolbar or menu and selecting Window.
• Set the window’s Type and other properties using the Inspector.
• Add controls to the window from the Library.
• Add code as needed.
• Add code to display the window in the finished application.
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Window Types
Your Desktop applications can have several diﬀerent types of
windows. The window type is set by its Type property. Some
types, however, are rarely used in modern applications and are
retained only for historical reasons. A few specialized windows

Note: On Windows and Linux, the default menu bar, MainMenuBar, appears
in the window by default. You can choose to display the window with no
menubar by setting the MenuBar property of the window to None, or, if you
have created additional menu bars, choose a diﬀerent menu bar.

Movable Modal dialog

are supported on OS X only. The types of windows are:

This type of window stays in front of the application’s other open

Document

Movable Modal window when

The Document window is the

you need to briefly communicate

most common type of window.

Figure 2.1 Document
Window on OS X

windows until it is closed. Use a

with the user without allowing the

When you add a new window to a

user to have access to the rest of

project, this is the default window

the application. Because the

type. It is also the window type

window is movable, the user will

for the default window, Window1.

be able to drag the window to

Document windows are most

another location in case they

often used when the window

need to see information in other

should stay open until the user

windows.

dismisses it by clicking its close box
(if it has one) or clicking a button

Figure 2.2 Document
Window on Windows

programmed to close the window.
The user can click on other
windows to bring them to the
foreground, moving the document
window behind the others.

Figure 2.3 Movable
Modal Window on
Windows

Figure 2.4 Movable Modal
Window on OS X

On Windows, a Movable Modal
window has minimize, maximize,
and close buttons in the Title bar.
In Windows MDI interfaces, the
window opens in the center area
of the screen rather than in the
center area of the MDI window.

Document windows can have a

Therefore, the Movable Modal

close box, a maximize box, and can be user-resizable.

window may open outside the MDI window.
21

On Linux, the window has minimize and close buttons in its Title

Floating

bar.

Like Movable Modal and Modal Dialog

On OS X, Movable Modal windows do not have a close box, so
you need to include a button that the user can click to dismiss the
window unless the window will dismiss itself after the application
finishes a particular task.

Movable Modal windows. The only

front of all other windows. The
diﬀerence is that the user can still click
on other windows to access them. If you
have more than one Floating window

Modal dialog
These windows are very similar to

windows, a Floating window stays in

open, clicking on another Floating

Figure 2.5 Modal
Dialog on OS X

window will bring that window to the
front, but all open Floating windows will

diﬀerence is that Modal Dialog

be in front of all non-floating windows.

windows have no Title bar, so they

Because they are always in front of other

cannot be moved. On Windows, a

types of windows, their size should be

Modal Dialog box has no minimize,

kept to a minimum or they will quickly

maximize, or close buttons. In

get in the user’s way. This type of

Windows MDI applications, a Modal

window is most commonly used to

Dialog window opens in the center
area of the screen rather than the
center area of the MDI window.
Therefore, a Modal Dialog box may
open outside of the application’s
MDI window. On Linux, Modal
Dialogs are modal but have a Title
bar and close and minimize buttons.

Figure 2.7 Floating
Window on OS X

Figure 2.6 Modal
Dialog on Windows

Figure 2.8
Floating Window
on Windows

provide tools the user will frequently
access.

Plain Box
These windows function as Modal Dialog windows. The only real
diﬀerence is their appearance. Plain Box windows are sometimes
used for splash screens and for applications that need to hide the
desktop.
On Windows MDI applications, a Plain Box window opens in the
center area of the screen rather than the center area of the MDI
22

window. Therefore, a Plain Box window may open outside the
MDI window.

Sheet Window (OS X-only)
A Sheet Window is a special type of OS X dialog box that drops

Shadowed Box

down from the window title bar. A Sheet Window behaves like a

Like Plain Box windows, Shadowed Box windows function as

Modal dialog window, except that the animation makes it appear

Modal Dialog windows. The only diﬀerence is their appearance.

to drop down from the parent window’s Title bar. It can’t be

Shadowed Box windows are not commonly used.

moved from that position and it puts the user interface in a modal
state. The user must respond to the choices presented in the

On OS X, a Shadowed Box window works like a Modal Dialog

Sheet window.

box with a minimize button.
On Windows and Linux, Sheet windows behave like Movable
Rounded (legacy)

Modal Dialogs.

Retained for legacy purposes. This type is the same as a

Metal Window (OS X-only)

document window.
A Metal window uses a metallic background on OS X. This
Global Floating

window type is not commonly used.

A Global Floating window looks like a Floating window, except

On Windows and Linux, a Metal window looks like a regular

that it is able to float in front of other applications’ windows, even

Document window.

when you bring another application window to the front. This
doesn’t work for a Floating window. A “regular” Floating window
floats only in front of its own application’s windows.

Drawer Window (OS X)
A Drawer window is an OS X window that slides out from a parent

On Windows MDI applications, a Global Floating window can

window. It is available only on OS X Carbon. This window type is

float outside of the MDI window. By default, it opens in the top-

not commonly used.

left area of the screen.

On Windows and Linux, a window of this type appears as a
separate floating window.
23

Modeless Dialog
The Modeless Dialog window is similar to the Modal Dialog,

Window
Class: Window

except that it is paired with a parent window (usually a Document

You cannot subclass windows. However, you can create a class

window). Unlike a Modal Dialog, it allows you to access the

with methods and properties that Windows can inherit. To do so,

parent window while it is displayed. If you hide the parent

create a new class (perhaps BaseWindow) and set its Super to

window, the Modeless dialog hides as well. If you show the

“Window”. Then, in the Windows you create change their Super

parent window, the dialog reappears.

from “Window” to the name of the class you created

The Modeless Dialog is supported on Windows and Linux. On OS
X, it behaves as a Document window.

(BaseWindow).

Events
Activate, Deactivate
The window is being activated (forefront) or deactivated.
CancelClose
Called when the window was asked to close. You can prevent
the window from closing by returning True.
Close
The window is closing. Called after CancelClose.
ConstructContextualMenu, ContextualMenuAction
Used to create and process contextual menus.
ContentsChanged
Called when the ContentsChanged property value has changed.
DragEnter, DragExit, DragOver, DropObject
Used for handling drag and drop.
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EnableMenuItems

Properties

Called when a menu bar is clicked.

BackColor, HasBackColor
Allows you to specify a diﬀerent background color for the
window. BackColor is only used if HasBackColor is True.

KeyDown, KeyUp
For handling key presses.
Maximize, Minimize, Restore
Called when the window is maximized, minimized or restored by
either the user clicking the window buttons or calling the related
methods.
MouseDown, MouseDrag, MouseEnter, MouseExit, MouseMove,
MouseUp, MouseWheel
Process mouse-related events.
Moved
Called when the window has been moved.
Open
Called when the window opens for the first time. Use this event
handler for any initialization code.
Paint
Use this method to draw directly on the window using the
supplied Graphics object.
Resized, Resizing
Called as the window is resizing and when it has finished resizing.

Backdrop
Specifies a picture that is displayed in the window background.
CloseButton, MaximizeButton, MinimizeButton
Enable or disable these buttons in the window title bar.
Composite
Enabled Composite control layering on OS X Carbon
applications. This property is not used on Cocoa or other
platforms.
ContentsChanged
Used to indicate that the window contents have changed. On
OS X, this displays a “red dot” in the window close button when
True.
Control, ControlCount
Used to iterate through the controls on the Window.
DockItem
Provides access to the DockItem class to manipulate the dock
icon associated with the window on OS X.
Focus
Returns the RectControl that currently has focus on the window.
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Frame
Used to set the window type (see previous topic).
FullScreen
When True, the window is full screen. To hide the menu bar, also
set MenuBarVisible = False.
FullScreenButton
When True, the special full screen button is added to the window
on OS X. Pressing puts the app into OS X full screen mode.
Handle
The handle of the window is used when interfacing with OS APIs.
Height, Left, Top, Width
Controls the window position and size.
ImplicitInstance
When True, you can refer to the window by its name anywhere in
the project. When False, you need to have an explicit instance in
order to access the window.
LiveResize
Indicates that the window will be redrawn as it is being resized
(OS X only).

MenuBar
The MenuBar used by the window. On OS X, if this is blank,
App.MenuBar is used. On Windows and Linux, if this is blank,
then the window does not have a menu.
MenuBarVisible
Hides all system-wide UI, such as menu bars, dock, start menu,
task bar, etc.
MouseCursor
Allows you to set the mouse cursor to use when the mouse
cursor is over the window.
MouseX, MouseY
Indicates the position of the mouse when it is over the window.
Placement
The location where the window appears when it opens:
• Default
• Parent Window
• Main Screen
• Parent Window Screen

MacProcID
Used to create custom window types on OS X.

• Stagger

MaxHeight, MaxWidth, MinHeight, MinWidth
The maximum and minimum sizes that the window can have.

Resizeable
Indicates that the window can be resized by the user.
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Title
The window title.

Maximize, Minimize, Restore

TrueWindow
For a window, this always returns itself.

Refresh, RefreshRect

Visible
Controls the visibility of the window.

SetFocus

Methods

have had focus.

AcceptFileDrop, AcceptPictureDrop, AcceptRawDataDrop,

Show, ShowModal, ShowModalWithin

AcceptTextDrop, NewDragItem

Used to show the window. Use Show for non-modal windows.

Specifies the drops that are allowed on the window.

Use ShowModal for modal windows, use ShowModalWithin for

Close
Closes the window.
DrawInto

Programmatically change the window size.

Used to refresh the window contents.

Gives the window focus, taking it from any control that might

sheet windows.
UpdateNow
Flushes the drawing buﬀer on OS X.

Draws the window contents into a graphics object.
FocusNext, FocusPrevious
Used to move focus between controls on the window.
GetPID
Gets the process ID.
Hide
Makes the window invisible. This is the same as setting Visible =
False.
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Me vs. Self: Referring to Class Properties and
Methods From Within the Class and Subclass

Me.Visible = False // Hides button

When you add a control such as a PushButton to a window, a
subclass of the control is created for you and added to the
window. Code that you add to the control subclass on the
window can refer to both its own properties and methods as well
as the properties and methods of the window.
By default, all code without a prefix refers to the properties and
method of the window (Self). If you want to access a property or

To be even clearer, you can use the Self keyword to specifically
state that you want to use the Window property. To hide the
window, you could instead write:

Self.Visible = False // Hides window

method of the subclass, you should prefix it with the Me keyword.
For example, consider the Visible property which is on both a
Button and the window itself. If you want to make the button

To prevent confusion, you should refrain from using the Me prefix
outside of control event handlers.

invisible when it is clicked, you have to make sure you use the

Implicit Window Instances

proper Visible property in the Action event handler. Simply writing

Unlike other classes, you can access windows directly using their

this code:

name. For example:

Visible = False // Hides window

will hide the window because the Visible property defaults to the
window.
To access the Button property, do this:

Window2.Show

Shows Window2.
This syntax is allowed because an “implicit instance” of the
window is automatically created for you if its ImplicitInstance
property is True (the default). This makes it easier to access your
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windows. Without this ability, you would have to instead write
this code to show Window2:

User Interface Guidelines
The quality of your application interface determines how useful
and usable it is. An intuitive interface is one of the most critical

Dim w As New Window2
w.Show

things in a successful application. Studies have shown that if a
user can’t accomplish something within the first 15 minutes of
using an application, he will give up in frustration. Beyond simply
being intuitive, the more polished an application’s interface is, the

You would also have to retain a reference to Window2 if you want

more professional it will appear to the user. Remember that

to access it elsewhere.

without realizing it, your users will be comparing your

Although an implicit instance is convenient, there are side eﬀects.
For example, accessing properties of a window using its implicit

application’s interface to all of the other applications they have
used.

instance can show the window, which might not be what you

The alignment guides in the Layout Editor help you make sure all

expect:

your controls are aligned and positioned properly. But there is
more to a professional, polished interface than simply aligning

Window2.Title = “Test”

controls.
Each supported platform has its own conventions. User interface
guidelines are available from the following sources:
• Windows: Microsoft’s User Interface guidelines at: http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa894348.aspx
• OS X: Apple Human Interface guidelines: http://
developer.apple.com/documentation/UserExperience/
Conceptual/AppleHIGuidelines/XHIGIntro/XHIGIntro.html
• Linux KDE Desktop: KDE user interface guidelines: http://
techbase.kde.org/Projects/Usability/HIG
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• Linux Gnome Desktop: Gnome user interface guidelines: http://
library.gnome.org/devel/hig-book/stable/
KDE and Gnome are the most popular Linux desktops and are
used by default in several major Linux distributions. However,
there are others. Linux also supports a greater degree of
desktop customization than Windows and OS X.
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Section 2

Control Hierarchy
The built-in controls have an inheritance hierarchy. The base

Figure 2.9 Desktop Control Hierarchy

class is called Control and it contains several common events,
properties and methods. RectControl subclasses Control and
adds additional events, properties and methods. Most desktop
controls subclass RectControl, although a few have another
subclass in between.
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Control
Events

Window
Identifies the parent window of the control.

Close

Methods

Called when the control is closed.

Close

Open
Called when the control is opened. Use this to do any control
initialization.

Call this method to remove the control from the window.

RectControl
Events

Properties

ConstructContextualMenu, ContextualMenuAction

Handle

Used to create contextual menus and then respond when they

The handle can be used to interface with OS APIs.

are clicked.

Index

DragEnter, DragExit, DragOver, DropObject

The Index is used with Control Sets.

Used to handle drag and drop to or from the control.

MouseX, MouseY

KeyDown, KeyUp

The X and Y coordinates of the mouse cursor in pixels.

Indicates key presses.

Name

MouseEnter, MouseExit, MouseMove, MouseWheel

The name of the control.

Indicates mouse actions in the control.

PanelIndex

Properties

When a control is on a PagePanel or TabPanel, this value

Active

indicates the panel on which it resides.

Indicates when the control is active (in the foreground).

Scope
Set to Public or Private. Private controls cannot be accessed
outside the Window.
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AutoDeactivate

TabStop

Used on OS X to indicate that the control should be deactivated

When True, the control accepts focus when the user tabs into it

when its parent window is deactivated.

using the keyboard.

Enabled

TrueWindow

Allows you to enable or disable a control. A disabled control

The reference to the actual window containing the control. This is

cannot be clicked and cannot receive focus.

used for controls that are deeply nested in other controls or on

HelpTag

ContainerControls.

The text of the tooltip that is displayed when the mouse cursor

Visible

hovers over the control.

Use to set the visibility of the control.

Left, Top, Height, Width

Window

The position and size of the control in pixels.

The parent window of the control. For controls on a

LockBottom, LockLeft, LockRight, LockTop
Controls how the control moves or is resized when the parent
control or window resizes.
MouseCursor
The mouse cursor to display when the mouse cursor moves over
the control.
Parent
Identifies the parent control. If this is Nil, then the window itself is
the parent.

ContainerControl, Window is the ContainerControl. Use
TrueWindow to get the actual Window that the ContainerControl
is on.

Methods
AcceptFileDrop, AcceptPictureDrop, AcceptRawDataDrop,
AcceptTextDrop
Used to specify the type of drops that are supported by the
control.
DrawInto
This method draws the control into a supplied Graphics object.
Invalidate, Refresh, RefreshRect
Used to refresh the control. Invalidate lets the operating system
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update the control when appropriate. Refresh forces the control
to update immediately. You should use Invalidate in most cases
to reduce flicker, especially on Windows.
SetFocus
Gives the control focus.

Other Common Events
These events are on many, but not all, controls.
MouseUp, MouseDown
Called when the mouse button is pressed and released. Note
that MouseUp is only called if you return True from MouseDown.
GotFocus, LostFocus
Called when the control gets and loses focus.
EnableMenuItems
Called when a menu bar is clicked, allowing you to specify
whether certain menu items are enabled or disabled.
Activate/Deactivate
Called when the control is activated or deactivated.
DoubleClick
Called when the user double-clicks on the control.
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Section 3

Controls: Buttons
method of the window and instead call the method from the

Button

Button Action event handler and the Menu event handler.

Class: PushButton

In the Library, there are three
buttons from which to choose:
Default Button, Cancel Button

Properties
Figure 2.10 Buttons on
OS X

and Generic Button.

feedback that they have clicked

Button text can be changed using the Caption property.
ButtonStyle As PushButton.ButtonFrameStyle

When clicked, a Button appears
to depress giving the user

Caption (Default Property)

Figure 2.11 Buttons on
Windows

it. Buttons are typically used to

On OS X Cocoa, you can change the look of the Button in the
Inspector using this property. Available styles are:
• Bevel

take an immediate and obvious
action when pressed, like printing a report or closing a window.

• Gradient

Events

• Help

Action

• Push

Most often, you use the Action event handler of the button. In
this event handler you put the code that should do something
when the button is pressed.
If the code in the Action event handler should be called by other
means (e.g. a menu), then you should move the code to a

• Recessed
• Round
• Rounded
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• RoundedTextured
• Square
• Textured

Methods

Bevel Button
Class: BevelButton

The Bevel Button control provides very similar functionality as the
Button but it is much more
flexible. With a Bevel Button
you can:

Figure 2.12 Example Bevel
Buttons

Push
The Push method can be called to simulate the button press. If
you actually just want to call the code in the Action event, move it
to a method as described above.

Button Focus
Buttons can have the focus on Windows. When a Button gets the
focus, a marquee surrounds the PushButton’s caption. Pressing

• Add an image to the
button
• Control the alignment of
the text and/or the
positioning of the text with respect to the image
• Add a popup menu to the button

the Spacebar while the PushButton has the focus pushes the
button, i.e., executes its Action event handler.

• Control the feedback the user receives when the button is
clicked

On a window, the default button can also be “pushed” by
pressing Return/Enter. The Cancel button can be pushed by

Events

pressing Esc.

Action
The Action event is called when the Bevel Button is pushed.

Properties
Bevel
The Bevel can be a variety of values in the Inspector, although not
all types are used on all platforms:
• Small Bevel
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• Normal Bevel
• Large Bevel

Figure 2.13 Bevel
Button Styles on OS X

• Rounded Bevel

and its location.

• No Bevel

HasMenu
Used to attach a menu to the Bevel Button.

• Round
OS X only. Defaults to Small

Value, ButtonType

Bevel on Windows and Linux.

The following types are available:

• Large Round
OS X only. Defaults to Small Bevel on Windows and Linux.

Bevel on Windows and Linux.

Bevel Button.

These properties specify an optional Icon for the Bevel Button

Bevel on Windows and Linux.

OS X only. Defaults to Small

These properties control the display of the Caption within the

Icon, IconAlign, IconDX, IconDY

OS X only. Defaults to Small

• Disclosure

CaptionAlign, CaptionPlacement, CaptionDelta

Figure 2.14 Bevel
Button Styles on
Windows

BackColor, HasBackColor,
TextColor
Used to alter the default colors of
the button (only for Windows and
Linux).
Caption

• Button
Behaves as a normal Button.
• Toggles
Button selection remains after it is clicked and can be toggled
by repeated clicking. When selected, Value = True.
• Sticky
Button selection “sticks” after it has been clicked. When
selected, Value = True.
TextFont, TextSize, Bold, Italic, Underline
Controls the display of the Caption text.

The text that appears in the
Bevel Button can be changed using the Caption property.
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Methods

BevelButtons can get the focus on Windows and Linux and you

AddRow, AddSeparator, DeleteAllRows, InsertRow, List,
RemoveRow
Used to manually add MenuItems to the Bevel Button (if the
HasMenu property is set to True).

must set the AcceptFocus property to True to enable a
BevelButton to get the focus.

Examples
It is possible to create many interesting designs using Bevel
Buttons.
In Figure 2.2, the speaker image was saved as a transparent PNG
file and the BackColor property of the BevelButton was used to
provide the neutral gray background. In that way, the BackColor
is the background for both the text and the picture (rightmost
image). BackColor is supported on Windows and Linux only.
On Windows only, the “No Bevel” option supports mouse-over
eﬀects. When the mouse is not in the region of the button, only
the button text is visible. When the mouse enters the region of the
button, the button itself is shown. On all non-Windows operating
systems, the “No Bevel” option appears the same as “Small”. On
Windows, a BevelButton with the “No Bevel” size selected
behaves as shown in Figure 2.14.

Handling Focus
When a BevelButton gets the focus, a selection rectangle
surrounds its label. When it has the focus, the user can press the
button by pressing either the Spacebar or the Enter key.
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get the focus. DisclosureTriangles can get the focus only on

Disclosure Triangle
Class: DisclosureTriangle

A Disclosure Triangle control is used to hide
and show information, e.g., the List view of

Figure 2.15
Disclosure
Triangle

files and folders in a Finder window. You can
control the direction of the Disclosure Triangle

Windows.

Example
This code in the Action event handler for a Disclosure Triangle
displays or hides a ListBox on the window:

(left or right) and whether it is in the
“disclosed” (down) state.

ListBox1.Visible = Me.Value

Events
Action
Indicates that the Disclosure Triangle has been clicked.

Properties
Facing
An Integer that controls whether the triangle is pointing to the left
(0) or the right (1, the default).
Value
Specifies the orientation of the Disclosure Triangle. When True,
the indicator is pointing down, when False the indicator is
pointing either left or right (depending on the Facing property).

Focus
When a Disclosure Triangle gets the focus, a selection rectangle
appears around the control. The user can toggle its state by
pressing either the Spacebar or the Enter key. You must set the
AcceptFocus property to True to enable a DisclosureTriangle to
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Popup Arrow

Segmented Control

Class: PopupArrow

Class: SegmentedControl

The Popup Arrow controls places
an arrow in the window that points

Figure 2.16 Popup
Arrow Control

The SegmentedControl is a
horizontal button made up of

in any of four directions. Two sizes

multiple segments each of

of arrows are available.

which may be clicked

Properties

independently.

Facing

To edit the properties of the

You control both the direction and size of the popup arrow using

segments (Text, Icon and

this property. You get a choice of four orientations in two sizes:

Selected) in the control, use

North (2), South (3), East (0), and West(1), Small North (6), Small

the Set Default Value button

South (7), Small East (4) and Small West (5). Typically, you use a

on the Layout Editor toolbar

PopupArrow control as part of a custom control. The orientation

or press Return when the

of the arrow indicates whether the custom control can display

control is selected.

additional information or options.

Figure 2.17 Segmented
Control on OS X

Figure 2.18 Segmented
Control on Windows

Figure 2.19 Segmented
Control on Linux

Events
Action
The Action event is called when the Segmented Control is
clicked. It supplies an itemIndex parameter (0-based index) that
tells you which segment was clicked.

Properties
Items
An array containing the individual segments of the Segmented
Control (using the SegmentedControlItem class). You can use
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this array to see the segments, to add or remove segments or to

Value

Type

Description

Single

Only one segment can be
depressed. The group of
segments behaves like a
group of RadioButtons. One is
selected, the others are
deselected automatically.

Multiple

The segments behave like a
series of checkboxes. Two or
more can be selected at the
same time.

None

Each button behaves like a
PushButton. When a segment
is selected, it is depressed
(highlighted) only for the
duration of the press or click.

change the properties of segments.
MacControlStyle
On OS X Cocoa, you can configure the appearance of the

0

Segmented Control by setting the MacControlStyle property:
Value

Description

0

Automatic

1

Capsule

2

Round Rect

3

Rounded

4

Textured Rounded

5

Textured Square

1

2

Methods
SizeToFit
Sizes the Segmented Control to fit into its space. Call this method

6

Small Square

Segments
This property can only be set in the Layout Editor and is used to

after changing the Segmented Control segments.

Example

specify the segments and their names.

This code in the SegmentedControl action event handler

SelectionType

control was clicked:

performs specific actions depending on which segment in the

An Integer that indicates how the segments can be used:
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Select Case itemIndex
Case 0
// First button clicked
Case 1
// Second button clicked
End Select

This code in the Open event handler for a SegmentedControl
uses the SegmentedControlItem class to select the last segment
manually:

Dim si As SegmentedControlItem
// Get last segment
si = Me.Items(Me.Items.Ubound)
si.Selected = True
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Section 4

Controls: Pickers
Scroll Bar
Class: ScrollBar

Figure 2.20 Scroll
Bars on OS X

Scroll Bars can be presented

Events
ValueChanged
Called when the scroll bar value has changed.

vertically or horizontally. To add a
Scroll Bar, simply drag the Vertical

Properties

Scroll Bar or the Horizontal Scroll Bar

LineStep

from the Library to the Window

An Integer that indicates the amount the scroll bar changes when

Layout Editor.

one of its arrows is clicked (default is 1).

The Scroll Bar can display in two
diﬀerent sizes (shown in Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.21
Scroll Bars on
Windows

LiveScroll
When True, the ValueChanged event is called as the scroll bar

To turn a Scroll Bar into a mini-

thumbnail is dragged. When False, ValueChanged is called when

scrollbar, narrow the short side of the

dragging of the thumbnail stops.

Scroll Bar. To resize it, you can either

Minimum, Maximum

drag the object in the Window Layout

The minimum and maximum values returned by the Scroll Bar.

Editor or change the control’s
property. As you narrow the control, it
will “snap” to its mini thickness.

Figure 2.22 Scroll
Bars on Linux

PageStep
The Integer amount that the scroll bar changes when the empty
track of the scroll bar is clicked.
Value
An Integer used to get or set current position of the scroll bar.
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Focus

Up / Down Arrows

When a ScrollBar gets the focus on Windows, the thumb’s color

Class: UpDownArrows

changes. The ability of a ScrollBar to get the focus can be turned

The Up Down Arrows control is commonly

oﬀ by deselecting its AcceptFocus property.

used as an interface for scrolling. You use

Figure 2.23
Up / Down
Arrows on OS X

two events, Up and Down, to determine
whether the user has clicked an arrow.
When an UpDownArrows control gets the
focus, a selection rectangle appears
around the control. The user can press the

Figure 2.24
Up / Down
Arrows on
Windows

Up and Down arrow keys on the keyboard
to press the top and bottom arrows in the
control. You must set the AcceptFocus
property to True to enable an
UpDownArrows control to get the focus.
UpDownArrows can get the focus only on
Windows.

Events
Down
Called when the down arrow is clicked.
Up
Called when the up arrow is clicked.
Example
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This code increases or decreases the value in a Text Field as the
arrows are clicked.
In the Down event handler:

Check Box
Class: CheckBox

Use Check Boxes to let the user choose a preference. A Check
Box can be in one of three states: Unchecked, Checked, and
Indeterminate. One of the states can be selected by default.

TextField1.Text =
Str(Val(TextField1.Text)-1)

In the Up event handler:

Check Boxes should not cause an immediate and obvious action
to occur except perhaps to enable or disable other controls.

Figure 2.25 Check Boxes on OS X, Windows and
Linux

TextField1.Text =
Str(Val(TextField1.Text)+1)

Events
Action
Called when the check box is clicked.

Properties
Caption
Used to set or change the caption text for the check box.
State
Used to get or set the state (unchecked, checked or
indeterminate) of the checkbox. Changing State also changes
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the Value property (check or indeterminate set Value to True,
unchecked sets Value to False). Use the CheckedStates

Popup Menu
Class: PopupMenu

enumeration (CheckedStates.Unchecked,

Popup Menu controls are useful when you have a single column

CheckedStates.Checked, CheckedStates.Indeterminate) to set or

of data to present in a limited amount of space. It presents a list

check the state rather than directly using Integer values.

of items and the user can choose one item. On OS X, when the

Value
True if the check box is checked (or indeterminate), False if it is
not checked.

Focus
When a CheckBox gets the focus, a marquee surrounds the
CheckBox label. Pressing the Spacebar while the CheckBox has

user displays the Popup Menu’s items, the selected item is
indicated by a checkmark.
You can add default values to the Popup Menu by using the Set
Default Value button on the toolbar, clicking the Pencil icon when
hovering over the control or pressing Return while the control is
selected.

the focus toggles the control between its unchecked and

Figure 2.26 Popup Menu

checked states.

Events
Change
Called when the selected item in the popup menu has changed.

Properties
List
This property takes one parameter, an index of the row. It returns
the text of the item in the popup menu specified by the index
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parameter.

InsertRow

If the index does not exist, then an OutOfBoundsException is

Takes as a parameter the row and name of item to insert into the

raised.

Popup Menu.

ListCount As Integer

RemoveRow

An Integer containing the number of rows in the popup menu.

Takes as a parameter the number of the row to remove.

ListIndex As Integer

RowTag

An Integer used to get or set the currently selected row in the

Takes as a parameter the number of the row to which to assign

popup menu.

the tag. The tag can be any value or class (variant).

Text As String

Focus

Contains the text of the currently selected row.

On Windows, when a PopupMenu receives the focus the
currently selected item is highlighted. Like the ListBox, it also

Methods

responds to the up and down arrow keys and provides the same

AddRow, AddRows
Takes as a
parameter a string

type selection functionality. For example, if the user types an “O”

Figure 2.27 Set Default Value for
Popup Menu

or an array of
strings to add a row
or rows to the
Popup Menu.
AddSeparator
Adds a separator

while the PopupMenu has the focus, the first entry with an “O” in
it is highlighted. When a PopupMenu gets the focus on Linux, the
currently selected item is highlighted. You can change the
selected menu item with the up and down arrow keys.

Examples
This code in the Popup Menu Open event handler adds map
directions to it:

line (only on OS X).
DeleteAllRows
Removes all rows from the Popup Menu.
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Me.AddRow("North")
Me.AddRow("South")
Me.AddRow("East")
Me.AddRow("West")

Data Control
Class: DataControl

The Data Control control is a “composite“ control that provides a
very easy way to build a front-end interface to a database. It
consists of four record navigation buttons (First Record, Previous
Record, Next Record, and Last Record) and a caption. When

This code in the Change event handler displays the selected
direction:

If Me.ListIndex >= 0 Then
MsgBox(Me.List(Me.ListIndex))
End If

linked to a database and controls that display data, you can
create a fully-functional database front-end with no programming.
Refer to the Language Reference for more information on Data
Control.

Figure 2.28 Data Control

This could also be written more simply as:

MsgBox(Me.Text)
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Radio Button
Class: RadioButton

Radio Buttons are used to present the user with two or more
choices, where one of the choices can be selected by default.
Selecting one Radio Button causes the Radio Button that is
currently selected to become unselected. They are called Radio
Buttons because they act just like the row of buttons for changing
radio stations on car radios. Pushing one button deselects the

Figure 2.29
Radio
Buttons on
Windows

Figure 2.30
Radio
Buttons on
OS X

Figure 2.31
Radio
Buttons on
Linux

current radio station and selects the new station. Radio Buttons
should always be displayed in groups of at least two.
If you have multiple sets of Radio Buttons on a Window, they
should be grouped in a container, such as a Canvas, Rectangle or
Group Box.

Events
Action
Called when the Radio Button is selected.

Properties
Caption
Used to get or set the Radio Button caption text.
Value
True when the Radio Button is selected, False when it is not
selected.
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Slider

Properties

Class: Slider

LineStep

The Slider has the same

An Integer that indicates the amount the scroll bar changes when

functionality as a Scroll Bar control.
However, Scroll Bar controls are

Figure 2.32 Sliders on
OS X

LiveScroll

usually associated with scrolling

When True, the ValueChanged event is called as the scroll bar

text or a picture and not with

thumbnail is dragged. When False, ValueChanged is called when

assigning numeric values. The

dragging of the thumbnail stops.

Slider control provides an interface
that is clearly for increasing or
decreasing a numeric value. Like

one of its arrows is clicked (default is 1).

Figure 2.33 Sliders on
Windows

Minimum, Maximum
The minimum and maximum values returned by the Slider.

the Scroll Bar, the Slider control
can appear horizontally (which is

PageStep

the default) or vertically. You can

The Integer amount that the scroll bar changes when the empty

create a vertical Slider by changing

track of the scroll bar is clicked (default is 20).

its height so that it is greater than
its width. Unlike the Scroll Bar

Figure 2.34 Sliders on
Linux

control, the Slider control
automatically maintains the correct

TickStyle
On OS X Cocoa, Windows and Linux you can use this property to
set if and where tick marks appear for the Slider.

proportions regardless of the

Value

dimensions you give it.

An Integer used to get or set current position of the scroll bar.

Events

Focus

ValueChanged
Called when the Slider position is moved.

When a Slider gets the focus (on Windows and Linux), a marquee
surrounds the control. Pressing the Up or Left arrow key
decreases the value of the Slider and pressing the Down or Right
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arrow key increases the value of the Slider. The amount that the
value is changed by each key press is controlled by the Slider’s
LineStep property. By default, the Slider has a range of 0 to 100
and LineStep is 1. The user can also click anywhere along the
slider’s track to change the slider’s value. The amount that the
Slider moves with each click is controlled by the Slider’s
PageStep property.
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Section 5

Controls: Inputs
telephone number entry area, you can specify that only numbers

Text Field
Class: TextField

Text Fields

Figure 2.35 Text Fields on OS X

display text in a

can be entered and you can restrict the entry to the correct
number of characters.

Events

single-line text

KeyDown

entry field, such
as the To: field in your Mail client. In contrast, the Text Area
control is a multi-line field that displays text similarly to a text
editor or word processor.
The Text Field supports the Edit menu’s Cut, Copy, and Paste

Called when a key is pressed while the Text Field has focus. The
key that was typed is available as a parameter.
SelChange
Called when the selected text changes.

menu items and keyboard shortcuts automatically. This

TextChange

functionality is built into the default Desktop Application project.

Called when the text was changed, either by typing or through

If you rename or otherwise modify the Cut, Copy, and Paste

code (by setting the Text property).

menu items, you can disable automatic functionality.
ValidationError
You can specify a mask for a Text Field which filters data entry on

Called when something is typed that does not match the Mask

a character-by-

settings (if a Mask is applied).

character basis.
For example, if

Figure 2.36 Text Fields on Linux

Properties

you are using a

Alignment

Text Field for a

Lets you specify if the text should be left, center or right aligned.
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Use the Text Field constants: TextField.AlignDefault,

SelLength, SelStart, SelText

TextField.AlignLeft, TextField.AlignCenter, TextField.AlignRight.

Used to specify and set selected text in the Text Field.

CueText

Text

Enables you to specify a prompt text string that suggests a data

Used to get or set the text in the Text Field.

entry value. A user can enter the cue text themselves or enter
another value. It does not serve as a default value.
Note: Works on OS X Cocoa, Windows and Linux.

Methods
CharPosAtLineNum, CharPosAtXY, InsertPosAtXY,
LineNumAtCharPos

Format

These methods are used to determine character positions based

Specifies the format string that is used to format the text when

on various values such as the line number or mouse coordinates.

the Text Field loses focus.
Copy, Paste, SelectAll
Mask

Used to copy the text to the clipboard, paste text from the

Specifies a mask that can be used to

clipboard or select all text in the Text Area.

validate user input. If the user types
a character that does not match the

Figure 2.37 Mask for
a Phone Number

Focus

mask, the ValidationError event

TextFields on any platform display the focus by showing a

handler is called.

blinking insertion point and accepting text entry. The behavior of

LimitText
Specifies the maximum number of characters that can be entered
in the Text Field.

the TextField when the Tab key is pressed is controlled by the
AcceptTabs property. If this property is False, pressing the Tab
causes the TextField to lose the focus and the next control in the
entry order gains the focus. If AcceptTabs is True, the TextField

ReadOnly

accepts the Tab character for data entry, just as any text

Indicates if the Text Field is read-only. The user cannot type into

character. The TextField keeps the focus. By default, AcceptTabs

a read-only Text Field, but copying the text works.

is False.
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Password Field

Text Area

Class: TextField

Class: TextArea

A Password Field is a subclass of Text Field that has the

The Text Area control is a multi-line text field, such as a text editor

Password property set to ON in the Inspector. For privacy, text

or word processor. In contrast to a Text Field, it can contain

typed in the field is replaced with bullet characters and Copy is

multiple lines and styled text. A Text Area field with the Styled

disabled.

property set can display text in multiple fonts, styles, and sizes
and have both horizontal and vertical scrollbars. Individual
paragraphs can be left, centered, or right aligned via the
StyledText class.
The Text Area supports the Edit menu’s Cut, Copy, and Paste
menu items and keyboard shortcuts automatically. This
functionality is built into the default Desktop Application project. If
you rename
or otherwise
modify the

Figure 2.38 Styled Text Displayed in a Text Area

Cut, Copy,
and Paste
menu items,
you can
disable the
automatic
functionality.
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Text Area has these additions to the Events, Properties and
Methods of Text Field:

Properties
SelOutline, SelPlain, SelShadow, SelTextColor, SelTextFont,
SelTextSize, SelUnderline
Used to identify the type of style is applied to the selected text.

Combo Box
Class: ComboBox

The Combo Box control works like a combination of a Text Field
and a Popup Menu. The user can either enter text in the Combo
Box or choose an item from the
attached Popup Menu. A menu
selection can be modified after it

Styled

is selected. Unlike a real Text

Set this to True (ON) in the Inspector to allow the Text Area to

Field, you cannot use a mask to

contain styled text.

filter data entry or operate it as a

Figure 2.39 Combo Box
Displaying AutoCompleted Entry

Password Field.
StyledText
Provides access to the StyledText class used by the Text Area

Events

when it contains styled text.

Change

Methods

Called when the selected item in
the popup menu has changed.

SetTextAndStyle
Use this method to supply text and style for text to display in the

TextChange

Text Area.

Called when the text was changed, either by typing or through
code (by setting the Text property).

ToggleSelectionBold, ToggleSelectionCondense,
ToggleSelectionExtend, ToggleSelectionItalic,

Properties

ToggleSelectionOutline, ToggleSelectionShadow,

List

ToggleSelectionUnderline

This property takes one parameter, an index of the row. It returns

Toggles the specified styled text attribute for the selected text.

the text of the item in the menu specified by the index parameter.
If the index does not exist, then an OutOfBoundsException is
raised.
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ListCount As Integer

RowTag

An Integer containing the number of rows in the menu.

Takes as a parameter the number of the row to which to assign

ListIndex As Integer

the tag. The tag can be any value or class (variant).

An Integer used to get or set the currently selected row in the

Focus

menu.

ComboBoxes on any platform display the focus by highlighting

Text As String
Contains the text of the currently selected row.

the selected item and showing a blinking insertion point. On
OS X, a ComboBox with the focus also has a focus ring. When a
ComboBox has the focus, you can scroll through the list of

Methods

choices with the up and down arrow keys and select an item by

AddRow, AddRows

pressing the Return key. Of course, you can also edit or replace

Takes as a parameter a string or an array of strings to add a row

the selected item.

or rows to the menu.
AddSeparator
Adds a separator line (only on OS X).
DeleteAllRows
Removes all rows from the menu.
InsertRow
Takes as parameters the row and name of item to insert into the
menu.
RemoveRow
Takes as parameters the number of the row to remove.
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Section 6

Controls: Decor
Canvas

Properties

Class: Canvas

AcceptFocus
Since Canvas controls are often used to create custom controls,
you use this property if you want the Canvas to be able to get
focus.

A Canvas control can be used to display a picture from a file or
graphics drawn in code. The Canvas control has access to the
drawing tools belonging to the Graphics class; with these tools
you can programmatically draw objects within the Canvas. If

to create the controls you need.

AcceptTabs
Normally tabs move the focus to the next control. If you want
the Canvas to instead trigger the KeyDown event, set
AcceptTabs to True.

The Canvas control can get the focus, so you can emulate any

Backdrop

other type of control that you would like to get the focus.

Specifies the image that is used as the background for the

your application requires a type of control that is not built-in, you
can use a Canvas control and the Graphics drawing commands

Canvas controls can be used to create extremely sophisticated
controls, such as the Navigator in Xojo itself.

Events

Canvas. You often get better performance and reduced flickering
by drawing your image in the Paint event rather than using
Backdrop.
DoubleBuﬀer

Paint

Indicates that all Canvas drawing should be double-buﬀered in

The Paint event is called when the Canvas needs to redraw itself.

order to reduce flicker. This property is only meaningful on

This could be called automatically by the operating system or by

Windows since OS X and Linux both double-buﬀer automatically.

a call to Refresh or Invalidate.

When DoubleBuﬀer is True, you should also set

Use the supplied graphics object (g) for all Canvas drawing.

EraseBackground to False to prevent flickering.
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EraseBackground

Scroll

Indicates whether the entire Canvas should be erased before it is

Use the Scroll method to scroll the contents of the Canvas.

redrawn. This property is only meaningful on Windows. Setting it
to False can eliminate flicker.

Handling Focus
Since the Canvas control can get the focus, you can use it to

UseFocusRing

create custom controls of any type that can get the focus. For

Since Canvas controls are often used to create custom controls,

example, you can use the Canvas to simulate controls that don’t

you use this property if you want the Canvas to have a focus ring

get the focus on OS X, such as buttons and pop-up menus.

around it when it has focus (OS X only).

Unlike other controls that can get the focus, the ability of a

Methods
Invalidate
Call this method to tell the operating system to redraw the
Canvas when it is doing other redrawing. You can optionally
specify a parameter to erase the background before redrawing.

Canvas to accept the focus is turned oﬀ by default. In order for a
Canvas control to receive the focus, you must set the
AcceptFocus property to True. This can be done either in code or
in the Inspector. The Canvas control also has an AcceptTabs
property that indicates whether pressing Tab selects the next
control in the window or sends the Tab keystroke to the Canvas

Refresh

control for processing. If AcceptTabs is oﬀ, pressing Tab causes

Call this method to immediately redraw the Canvas. You can

the Canvas control to lose the focus. The next control in the entry

optionally specify a parameter to erase the background before

order gets the focus. If AcceptTabs is on, the Canvas control

redrawing. Calling this method frequently can slow your

detects the Tab key as if it were any other key and allows your

application. In most cases it is better to call Invalidate instead.

code to detect and respond to the Tab key.

RefreshRect

If the AcceptFocus and UseFocusRing properties are set to True,

Immediately redraws only the portion of the Canvas specified by

the Canvas control indicates focus on OS X by drawing a border

the supplied X, Y, Width and Height coordinates. You can

around the control.

optionally specify a parameter to erase the background before
redrawing.

On Windows and Linux, the UseFocusRing property has no
eﬀect. There is no visual indicator of focus that works
automatically. However, it is easy to simulate a focus ring by
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manually drawing it in the Paint event handler. See the Canvas
control entry in the Language Reference for an example of how to
do this.

Group Box
Class: GroupBox

A Group Box can be displayed with or without a caption. If a
window has more than one group of Radio Button controls, one
of the groups must be contained within a Group Box control in
order for the Radio Button groups to function independently.

Properties
Caption
Used to get or set the text of the Group Box.

Figure 2.40 Group Box
on OS X
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Label

Line

Class: Label

Class: Line

Used to display text that the user cannot select or edit. Label

A Line control draws a line that can be of any length, width, color,

controls are commonly

and direction. By default, lines are 100 pixels in length, 1 pixel in

used to label other controls
(like Popup Menus or Text
Fields) or provide titles for

Figure 2.41 Label in front of a
Popup Menu (OS X, Windows,
Linux)

width, black, and diagonal.

Figure 2.42 Line

groups of controls. The text
of the label can be
controlled via code (using
the Text property of the
control), so you can use it
to display dynamic text that is read-only.

Events
AcceleratorKey
This event is called when the Accelerator Key is pressed on
Windows. Specify an Accelerator Key by prefixing a character in
the Text property with an ampersand (“&”).

Properties
Caption, Text
Used to get or set the text of the Label.
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Oval

Placard

Class: Oval

Class: Placard

Draws an oval with a single pixel, black border, and filled with

A Placard is a control often used to group controls. It can also be

white. All of these properties can be modified. The “ovalness” of

used as an information panel.

the Oval is controlled by its height and width. For example, an
Oval with the same width and height is a perfect circle.

Figure 2.44 A Label Displayed in a
Placard Control

Figure 2.43
Oval Control
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Rectangle

Round Rectangle

Class: Rectangle

Class: RoundRectangle

A Rectangle control draws a rectangle that can be of any length,

RoundRectangles are similar to regular Rectangle controls. The

width, border color, and fill color. By default, rectangles are 100

diﬀerences are that you don’t have the independent color control

pixels in length and width, with a black border that is 1 pixel thick

for the border (because it is one continuous line) but you can

and a white center. Because you can control the color of the left

control the width and height of the arcs that make up the round

and top borders independently from the right and bottom

corners.

borders, you can easily create rectangles that appear to be
sunken or raised.

Figure 2.45 Rectangles with
Default, Sunken and Raised
Appearances on OS X, Windows
and Linux

Figure 2.46
Round
Rectangle
Control
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Separator
Class: Separator

The Separator control simply places a vertical or horizontal line in
the window.

Figure 2.48 Separator on OS X

Figure 2.47 Separator on Linux
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Section 7

Controls: Organizers
There are two ways to navigate between existing panels. Click in

Page Panel
Class: PagePanel

the center of the navigation widget to get access the “Go to

The Page Panel is an invisible control that allows you to group

Page” command that shows a drop-down menu of page

controls into multiple panels (or pages). Only the controls on the

numbers. Select a page number from

current panel are visible. This control has no tabs or other

this menu to go directly to the panel

navigation widgets, nor does it have a visible border. Only the

on that page. Or, click the left or right

controls on each panel

arrows to the left or right of the page

are visible. You are

number in the widget to go to the next

responsible for

Figure 2.49 Navigating to a
Specific Page in a Page Panel

providing the method
of navigating from one
panel to another, which
you do by changing the
Value property
programmatically.
In the Layout Editor,
you navigate among
panels in a Page Panel
control using the widget at the bottom of the control.

Figure 2.50 Page
Panel Editor

or previous panel.
You add, delete, and reorder panels
using the Panel Editor. You can display
the Panel editor by clicking the Panels
button in the Inspector of a Page Panel. In addition to using the
Up/Down buttons to reorder the panels, you can also drag them
into the order you want.

Events
Change
The Change event handler is called when the Value property
changes.
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Properties

Tab Panel

PanelCount

Class: TabPanel

Returns the number of panels.

A Tab Panel presents separate groups of controls on one or more

Value
Used to get or set the currently displayed panel. Panels are

tabs. The user can switch tabs

Figure 2.51 Panel Editor for
a Tab Panel

numbered starting with 0.

by clicking on the tab control
(usually at the top of the Tab
Panel).

Methods

By default, a TabPanel control

Append, Insert, Remove

has two panels. You add,

These methods are used to add, insert or remove panels.

modify, rearrange, or delete
panels and tab labels using the

Controls that are added to a Page Panel are referenced in your

Panel Editor. Click the value of

code by just using the control name as if it were not in a Page
Panel:

PushButton1.Caption = "OK"

the Panels property of the Tab
Panel to display the Panel Editor.
The Panel Editor works the same as it does for a Page Panel
except that you can also rename the panels. You want to do this
because the name is what appears in the tabs of the control. To
rename a tab, click
on it once to get

Figure 2.52 Tab Panel on OS X

focus and then a
second time to edit
the name. Type the
new name and press
enter.
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Events
Change

PushButton1.Caption = "OK"

The Change event handler is called when the Value property
changes.

Properties
PanelCount
Returns the number of panels.
SmallTabs
This property can be set in the Inspector to use small tab buttons
on OS X.
Value
Used to get or set the current panel. Panels are numbered
starting with 0.

Methods
Append, Insert, Remove
These methods are used to add, insert or remove panels.
Caption
Specify the panel number as a parameter to set the caption text
for the tabs.
Controls that are added to a Tab Panel are referenced in your
code by just using the control name as if it were not in a Tab
Panel:
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Section 8

Controls: Indicators
Progress Wheel

Progress Bar

Class: ProgressWheel

Class: ProgressBar

The Progress Wheel control is often
displayed to indicate that a time-

Figure 2.53
Progress Wheel
Control

consuming operation is in progress.

Properties

Figure 2.54 Progress
Bar on OS X

Progress Bars are designed to indicate
that some function of your application
is progressing (hence the name)
towards its goal or to show capacity.
Unlike Scroll Bars and Sliders, Progress

Visible

Bars are designed to display a value.

Set Visible to True to show the Progress Wheel. When it is

They cannot be used for data entry. Also,

visible, it displays a spinning animation.

they appear only in a horizontal

Figure 2.55
Progress Bar on
Windows

orientation.

Properties
Minimum
Specifies the minimum value of the Progress Bar.
Maximum
Specifies the maximum value of the Progress Bar.
Value
The current value of the Progress Bar.
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Indeterminate Progress Bar
Class: ProgressBar

The Indeterminate Progress Bar is a Progress Bar with its
maximum value property set to 0.
Indeterminate ProgressBars are sometimes referred to as “Barber
Poles” since they look like barber poles on OS X. On Windows
and Linux, an indeterminate progress bar takes the form of a
single block that moves back and forth.
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Section 9

Controls: Viewers
When a List Box has focus on OS X, a focus ring is drawn around

List Box
Class: ListBox

the List Box. When a List Box gets the focus on Windows or

List Box controls display a scrolling list of values in one or more

Linux, a marquee is drawn either around the previously selected

columns. The user can use the mouse or the arrow keys to

item (i.e., the highlighted item) or the first item in the List Box if

choose an item. List Box controls can contain one or more

there is no previously selected item. The marquee may be

columns of data, can be hierarchical, and can allow single row

diﬃcult to see because the item is also highlighted. If the

selection or multiple row selection. You can change the number

previously selected item is not currently displayed (i.e., the user

of columns of any List Box by setting the ColumnCount property

has scrolled it out of view), there is no visible change in the

in the Inspector.

appearance of the List Box.

Figure 2.56 Diﬀerent ListBox
Layouts

When a List Box has the focus, it responds to the Up and Down
arrow keys. Pressing either arrow key changes the selected
(highlighted) text. It also receives any other keys the user types.
This allows you to provide type selection functionality where
typing selects the item that matches the characters being typed.
Note: If a List Box is the only control in the window that can get the focus,
it will initially get the focus and keep it.

Check Box-style cells in List Boxes can store one of three states:
Checked, Unchecked and Indeterminate. They work the same
way as the Check Box control. For more information, see Check
Boxes in the Pickers section.
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You can also shade cells, rows, and

Figure 2.57 List Box
with Custom Shading

columns programmatically.
You can customize row and column

Figure 2.59 Custom Border
Around a Selected Cell

borders. This illustration shows the
four types of horizontal and vertical
rules that can be drawn
programmatically. The Default style is
“None.”
You can also apply these ruling styles

The default sorting method works for alphabetic values, but does
not produce valid results for numbers and dates. If you need to

to selected cells or even selected cell borders. For example, in

sort these data types, you do so using the CompareRows event

this figure a cell containing a phone number is highlighted using

of the List Box. This figure shows how code in the CompareRows

Thick Solid borders while the remainder of the List Box uses Thin

event handler compares the values of adjacent rows in the Age

Dotted rules.

column to get the desired sort order.

When you add a
header with column
labels to a List Box,

Figure 2.58 Four Types of Custom
Borders

Figure 2.60 Sorting
using the Name
Column Header

the user can sort the
data in the List Box
by clicking on a
column header or you
can sort the rows of
the List Box
programmatically.
The sort direction is indicated by a sort direction arrow in the
header area.
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For multicolumn List Boxes, you can control whether the user can

You can allow in-line data entry in ListBoxes. You can

resize columns by dragging column borders. You can enable

programmatically switch a cell’s mode from normal (i.e., view

column resizing on a column-by-column basis or for the entire

only) to in-line editable. When the cell is editable, it has the focus
and has a focus ring around it. The contents of the cell are initially

Figure 2.61 Using a Custom Sort to
Sort Numbers Properly

selected and typing replaces the entry. When the user clicks on
another cell or tabs out of the editable cell, the cell’s contents are
saved and its mode reverts to view only.

Figure 2.63 Inline Data Entry

List Box. If user resizing is enabled, you can also specify
minimum and maximum column sizes. If resizing is enabled, the
pointer turns to a column resizing pointer when it is moved to a

For both single and multicolumn List Boxes, you can allow the

column border. For example, this figure shows the Phone column

user to drag rows to rearrange them. When you drag, the target

being resized to make more room for the Email column.

for the drop is indicated by a solid line between rows as show
below.

Figure 2.62 Resizing Columns

Figure 2.64 Dragging a Row

A List Box can be scrolled either horizontally or vertically. The List
Box control has built-in scrollbars. You can choose to add either
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or both to a List Box via its properties in the Inspector. If you want
to customize the scrollbar area, you can deselect the built in
scrollbar and instead place a Scrollbar control and other controls
in the scrollbar’s area.

Figure 2.65
Horizontal Scrolling

CollapseRow, ExpandRow
Called when a folder in a hierarchical List Box is expanded or
collapsed.
CompareRows
Use this event to implement custom sorting for a column.
Normally a column is sorted alphabetically, which results in
incorrect ordering for columns containing only numbers. Use this
event to sort the numbers properly.
DragReorderRows, DragRow
Called when rows of the List Box are dragged.
HeaderPressed
Allows you to override the sorting of a column in the List Box.

See the entry in the Language Reference for the List Box control
for additional details and examples.

Events
CellAction, CellBackgroundPaint, CellClick, CellGotFocus,
CellKeyDown, CellLostFocus, CellTextChange, CellTextPaint
These events are called for cell-specific changes.
Change
The change event is called when the selected row of the List Box
changes, either by the user clicking on a new row or by code
changing the row.

SortColumn
Called when the user has clicked on a column, also allowing you
to prevent the sorting.

Properties
AutoHideScrollBars
Used to hide the scrollbars until they are needed.
Border
Specifies the opacity of the border.
CellAlignment, CellAlignmentOﬀset
Used to specify cell alignments for specific cells (AlignDefault,
AlignLeft, AlignCenter, AlignRight, AlignDecimal).
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Use CellAlignmentOﬀset (or ColumnAlignmentOﬀset) to control
alignment for decimal values.

ColumnCount
The number of columns (1-based).

CellBorderBottom, CellBorderLeft, CellBorderRight,
CellBorderTop
Controls the borders that are displayed in individual cells
(BorderDefault, BorderNone, BorderThinDotted, BorderThinSolid,
BorderThickSolid, BorderDoubleThinSolid).

ColumnSortDirection
Controls the sort direction for a column (SortDescending,
SortNone, SortAscending).

CellCheck
Used to check or uncheck a checkbox that is in a cell.
CellTag, ColumnTag, RowTag
Used to get or set the tag value (a Variant) for a specific cell,
column or row.
CellType, ColumnType
Specifies the type of a cell or column (TypeDefault, TypeNormal,
TypeCheckBox, TypeEditable).
Column
Provides access to the ListColumn class to alter column-specific
properties such as widths and resizability.
ColumnAlignment, ColumnAlignmentOﬀset
Used to specify cell alignments for a column (AlignDefault,
AlignLeft, AlignCenter, AlignRight, AlignDecimal).
Use ColumnAlignmentOﬀset (or ColumnAlignmentOﬀset) to
control alignment for decimal values.

ColumnWidths
A text string that specifies the widths to use for all the columns.
You can specify widths as fixed pixel sizes, percentages or even
calculations.
ColumnsResizable
Indicates that columns can be resized by the user by dragging
the separator in the column header. The List Box must have a
header in order for the columns to be resizable.
DefaultRowHeight
The default row height for all the rows. All rows always have the
same height.
EnableDrag, EnableDragReorder
Enables row dragging, dropping and reordering.
Expanded
For hierarchical List Boxes, indicates if the specified folder row is
currently expanded.
GridLinesHorizontal, GridLinesVertical
Specifies the type of grid lines to use (BorderDefault,
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BorderNone, BorderThinDotted, BorderThinSolid,
BorderThickSolid, BorderDoubleThinSolid).
HasHeading
Indicates that the ListBox should have a heading. A heading is
required in order to sort and resize columns.

RequiresSelection
When True, a row remains selected even when the user clicks on
an empty area of the List Box.
ScrollPosition, ScrollPositionX
Controls the vertical and horizontal scroll positions.

Heading
When HasHeading is True, contains an array of the column
heading names.

SelCount, Selected
If multiple selections are allowed, SelCount returns the number of
selected rows. Selected is used to check if a row is selected.

Hierarchical
A hierarchical List Box has rows that can be expanded to show
children (for rows added using AddFolder).

SelectionType
Specifies whether to allow single or multiple row selection
(SelectionSingle, SelectionMultiple).

InitialValue
A list of the initial values displayed in the List Box. Separate
columns using tab characters. When HasHeading is True, the
first row is the name of the headings.

SortedColumn
Specifies the current sort column, but does not sort the data (call
the Sort method).

LastIndex
The last row added to the List Box by AddRow, AddFolder,
InsertRow or InsertFolder.
ListCount
The number of rows in the List Box (1-based).
ListIndex
The currently selected row in the List Box (0-based). Returns -1
when no row is selected.

Text
The text of the first column of the currently selected row.
UseFocusRing
Indicates if the focus ring is drawn around the List Box.

Methods
AddFolder, InsertFolder
For hierarchical List Boxes, adds a folder (a row that may have
children) to the end or inserts a folder at the specified position.
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AddRow, InsertRow

RowPicture

Adds a row to the end or inserts a row at the specified position.

Allows you to specify a picture that appears on the far left of the

Cell
Gets or sets the value of a specific cell (row, column).
CellBold, CellItalic, CellUnderline
Used to set bold, italic and underline font settings for a specific
cell.
CellHelpTag
Specifies the value that appears as a tooltip when the mouse

List Box for each row. You can have a diﬀerent picture for each
row.
RowTag
A tag value for a row.
Sort
Sorts the columns of the List Box, using the values specified in
SortedColumn and ColumnSortDirection properties.

hovers over the cell.
ColumnFromXY, RowFromXY
Returns either the column or row under the coordinates of the
mouse cursor.
DeleteAllRows
Removes all rows from the List Box.
EditCell
Activates in-line editing for the specified cell.
HeaderType
Used to allow or prevent the user from sorting a column by
clicking on its header.
PressHeader
Causes the specified header to be pressed.
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HTML Viewer
Class: HTMLViewer

The HTMLViewer control renders HTML (like any web browser

window (or a new tab). Return an instance of an HTML Viewer to
use to display the link. Use this code to display the link in the
current HTML Viewer:

application) and provides basic navigation functions. Using the
language, you can pass it an HTML file, the HTML text itself, or
tell it to load the HMTL specified by a URL. If the HTML is valid, it
renders it. The Online Language Reference window uses the

// Use the current HTMLViewer (Me)
// to display the new window.
Return Me

HTML Viewer control.
The following example is a very simple web browser that uses an
at the top of the window and clicks the Go button. If it is a valid

SecurityChanged
Called when the security of the page has changed (from HTTP to
HTTPS, for example).

URL, the web page appears in the HTML Viewer control.

Note: Does not work on Linux.

Events

StatusChanged
Called when the Status text has changed.

HTML Viewer control. The user types in a URL into the TextField

CancelLoad
Return True to cancel loading the page.
DocumentBegin
Called when the HTML page starts to load.

TitleChanged
Called when the title of the web page has changed.

Properties

DocumentComplete
Called when the HTML page has finished loading.

CanGoBack, CanGoForward
Indicates if there is a prior or next page in the navigation history.

DocumentProgressChanged
Called when the progress has been updated.

IsAvailable
Returns True if the platform supports HTML Viewer.

NewWindow
Called when the user clicks a link that would normally open a new

UserAgent
Allows you to get or set the user agent sent to the server.
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Methods
Cancel
Cancels any current operations.
GoBack, GoForward
Used to navigate back or forward in the page history.
LoadPage
Used to load a page either by supplying a string or file containing
the HTML.
LoadURL
Loads a page using the supplied URL.
Print
Prints the contents of the HTML Viewer. Requires WebKit 1.1.5 or
newer on Linux.
ZoomTextIn, ZoomTextOut
Used to zoom the text in the HTML Viewer in or out.
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Image Well

Movie Player

Class: ImageWell

Class: MoviePlayer

The ImageWell control provides an area in which you can display

The MoviePlayer control displays the standard movie controller

a BMP or PNG image on Windows and Linux or a JPG or PNG

for your platform.

image on OS X. You can easily program the ImageWell control to
accept a dragged picture.

From the Inspector, you can
select a movie from your

Properties

project that will be associated

Image

with a MoviePlayer control.

The image to display.

You can also determine the

Figure 2.67 Obligatory cat video
playing in Movie Player

default appearance of the

Figure 2.66 Image Displayed in Image
Well

movie controller.
To add a movie to your
project, just drag it to the
Navigator.

Events
ControllerSizeChanged
Called when the size of the
Controller has changed.
Play
Called when the movie starts playing.
Stop
Called when the movie stops playing.
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Properties

Movie

AutoPlay

The Movie to play or edit.

When True, the movie starts playing as soon as it is assigned to
the Movie property.

Palindrome
When True, the movie is played in reverse (from the end) when it

AutoResize

reaches the end. Looping must also be True in order for this to

When True, the Movie Player control resizes to fit the actual size

work.

of the movie specified in the Movie property.

PlaySelection

Controller, ControllerHeight, ControllerWidth

If a selection has been made (using SelStart and SelLength) then

Used to specify the type of controller to display. You can choose

setting this to True will only play the selection when the Play

from: None, Mini controller or Full controller.

method is called.

Duration

PlayerType

Returns the duration of the currently playing movie. If the movie

Specifies the type of player to use on Windows. You can choose

is not playing, Duration is 0.

between Preferred, QuickTime or Windows Media Player.

EditingEnabled

Position

When True, the Clear, Trim and Undo methods allow you to edit

The current play position of the movie (in seconds).

the movie.

QTVRNode, QTVRNodeCount, QTVRPan, QTVRPanMax,

HasStep

QTVRPanMin, QTVRPanTiltSpeed, QTVRTilt, QTVRTiltMax,

Used to show or hide the forward and reverse arrows in the movie

QTVRTiltMin, QTVRZoom, QTVRZoomMax, QTVRZoomMin,

controller.

QTRVZoomSpeed
Used to control QuickTime VR movies.

Looping
When True, the movie will repeat from the beginning when it

SelLength, SelStart

reaches the end.

Used to select a portion of the movie. SelStart is the start
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position and SelLength is the length to select (both are in
seconds).
Speaker
Used to hide or show the volume control icon in the controller.
Volume
Specifies the volume for playback.

Methods
Clear, Trim, Undo
Use these methods to edit a movie selection if EditingEnabled is
True.
Play
Plays the movie from the current Position and calls the Play
event.
QTVRHotSpotCount, QTVRHotSpotID, QTVRNoteTypeObject,
QTVRNodeTypePanorama, QTVRToggleHotSpotNames,
QTVRTriggerHotSpot
Used to control QuickTime VR movies.
Stop
Stops playing the movie and calls the Stop event.

OLE Container
Class: OLEContainer

The OLEContainer control enables you to embed ActiveX controls
in your interface. ActiveX is a Windows-only feature. The ActiveX
controls that you add to your project are derived from
OLEContainer class.

Events
ShowObject
Called when the ActiveX object is ready to be displayed.

Properties
DesignMode
Indicates whether the container is in design mode.
ProgramID
The ActiveX control program ID as specified in the Registry.
Often this is a GUID.

Methods
Create
Creates an ActiveX control based on the ProgramID. Returns
True if the control was created, False if not.
Destroy
Removes the ActiveX control allowing the container to be used
with another control.
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ShowPropertyPages
Displays the ActiveX control property pages (not all controls have
property pages).

OpenGL Surface
Class: OpenGLSurface

The OpenGLSurface control allows you to directly access an
OpenGL object in your application. This simply provides an
interface for OpenGL drawing. The commands that are available
are not part of Xojo, but are part of the OpenGL standard. You will
need to be familiar with the OpenGL API in order to program this
control.
The OpenGL module provides access to the OpenGL commands
described in the OpenGL Web site and oﬃcial guide.
http://www.opengl.org
http://www.glprogramming.com/red

Events
Configure
For advanced configuration of the OpenGL context.
Error
Called when an OpenGL context cannot be created.
Render
Do you OpenGL drawing in this event handler.

Properties
ColorBits
The depth of the color buﬀer (default is 24).
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DepthBits
The depth of the depth buﬀer (default is 24).
DoubleBuﬀer
Specifies whether the surface is double-buﬀered to reduce flicker.
This defaults to True.

Methods
MakeCurrent
Sets the OpenGLSurface as the current thread’s OpenGL context.
Render
Calls the Render event.
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Section 10

Controls: Controllers
The controls in this section are all non-visual. They do not
appear on the Window in the built application and the user

Database Query
Class: DatabaseQuery

cannot see or interact with them. When added to a Window,

The DatabaseQuery control can be used to send SQL queries to

they appear on the Shelf of the Layout Editor.

the database. This function can also be done with the language

Adding these controls to the Layout is merely a convenience to
give you easy access to their event handlers. Although you can
also create these controls in using the New operator you will not

(without using the DatabaseQuery control at all). When you add a
DatabaseQuery control to a window, it is not visible in the built
application.

have access to the event handlers unless you first subclass the

To use the DatabaseQuery control, you write an SQL statement

control (and access the event handlers there) or use the

and assign it to the SQLQuery property of the control. The

AddHandler command to map event handlers to methods on the

SQLQuery is executed automatically when its window appears. It

window. AddHandler is covered in the Advanced chapter of the

also has one method, RunQuery, which runs the query stored in

Framework Guide.

the SQLQuery property.
Database Query is covered in more detail in the Databases
chapter of the Frameworks Guide.
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IPC Socket

Note Player

Class: IPCSocket

Class: NotePlayer

The IPCSocket performs interprocess communications between

Plays musical notes using QuickTime on OS X and MIDI on

two applications running on the same computer. Use it to send

Windows.

and receive messages. Like other sockets, the IPCSocket control
displays an icon when placed in a window in the Window Editor
but has no interface.

Properties
Instrument
The number of the musical instrument to play. Refer to the

The IPCSocket can be instantiated via code since it is not a

Language Reference for a list of the available instruments and

subclass of Control. This allows you to easily write code that does

their values.

communications without adding the control to a window.
IPC Socket is covered in more detail in the Devices and
Networking chapter of the Frameworks Guide.

Methods
PlayNote
Plays a note using the supplied pitch and velocity.

NotePlayer1.Instrument = 20
NotePlayer1.PlayNote(60, 60)
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XojoScript

Serial

Class: XojoScript

Class: Serial

The XojoScript control allows the end user to write and execute

Although the Serial control displays an icon when placed in a

Xojo code within a compiled application. Scripts are compiled

window in the Window Editor, it is not visible in the built

into machine code.

application. It is designed only for executing code to

You pass the code that you want to run via the Source property
and execute it by issuing the Run method. Please see the

communicate via the serial port. For more information, see the
Serial control in the Language Reference for more details.

Language Reference for details on the functions, control

The Serial control can be instantiated via code since it is not a

structures, and commands supported by the XojoScript control.

subclass of Control. This allows you to easily write code that does

XojoScript is covered in more detail in the Advanced chapter of
the Frameworks Guide.

communications without adding the control to a window.
Serial is covered in more detail in the Devices and Networking
chapter of the Frameworks Guide.
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Server Socket

Spotlight Query

Class: ServerSocket

Class: SpotlightQuery

The ServerSocket class enables you to support multiple TCP/IP

Used to perform Spotlight searches on OS X. It does nothing on

connections on the same port. When a connection is made on

other operating systems. SpotlightQuery appears in the list of

that port, the ServerSocket hands the connection oﬀ to another

Built-in controls in the Inspector, but since it is not subclassed

socket, and continues listening on the same port. It includes the

from Control, you can instantiate it via code.

ability to replenish its supply of TCPSockets as connections are
made. Without the ServerSocket, it is diﬃcult to implement this
functionality due to the latency between a connection coming in,
being handed oﬀ, creating a new listening socket, and restarting
the listening process. If you had two connections coming in at
about the same time, one of the connections may be dropped
because there was no listening socket available on that port.
Server Socket is covered in more detail in the Devices and
Networking chapter of the Frameworks Guide.
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TCP Socket

Thread

Class: TCPSocket

Class: Thread

Although the TCPSocket control displays an icon when placed in

The Thread class is used to have processing run in the

a window in the Window Editor, it has no user interface. It is

background, which is very useful way to keep the user interface

designed only for executing code to communicate with other

responsive while a process is running.

computers on the Intranet or Internet using TCP/IP.
The TCPSocket control can be instantiated via code since it is not

Thread is covered in detail in the Concurrency chapter of the
Frameworks Guide.

a subclass of Control. This allows you to easily write code that
does communications without adding the control to a window.
TCP Socket is covered in more detail in the Devices and
Networking chapter of the Frameworks Guide.
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Timer

UDP Socket

Class: Timer

Class: UDPSocket

The Timer executes some code once or repeatedly after a period

The UDPSocket supports communications via a UDP (User

of time has passed.

Datagram Protocol) connection. It also can be created via code

Timer is covered in more detail in the Concurrency chapter of the
Frameworks Guide.

because it is not derived from the Control class.
UDP is the basis for most high speed, highly distributed network
traﬃc. It is a connectionless protocol that has very low overhead,
but is not as secure as TCP. Since there is no connection, you do
not need to take nearly as many steps to prepare when you wish
to use a UDP socket.
UDP sockets can operate in various modes, which are all very
similar, but have vastly diﬀerent uses. Perhaps the most common
use is “multicasting.” Multicasting is a lot like a chat room: you
enter the chatroom, and are able to hold conversations with
everyone else in the chatroom.
UDP Socket is covered in more detail in the Devices and
Networking chapter of the Frameworks Guide.
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Section 11

Controls: Microsoft Oﬃce Automation
These classes are used to automate the Microsoft Oﬃce
applications Excel, Word and PowerPoint. They interface with
those applications using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA).
For more information on these classes and how to use them,
refer to the Online Language Reference in the Documentation
Wiki.

Excel Application
Class: ExcelApplication

Used to automate Microsoft Excel. Supported on the Windows
platform only.

Word Application
Class: WordApplication

Used to automate Microsoft Word. Supported on the Windows
platform only.

PowerPoint Application
Class: PowerPointApplication

Used to automate Microsoft PowerPoint. Supported on the
Windows platform only.
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Section 12

Controls: Reports
The Reports controls are used for designing your report layouts.
Reporting is described in detail in the Printing and Reports

Report Round Rectangle
Draws a round rectangle on the report.

chapter of the Framework Guide.

Report Field

Report Date
Used to display the current date on the report.

A Report Field maps to the data that you are displaying in the
report.

Report Page Number
Used to display the report page number.

Report Label
A simple static label to display on the report.

Report Picture
A picture (from the project) to display on the report.

Report Line
Draws a line on the report.

Report Oval
Draws an oval on the report.

Report Rectangle
Draws a rectangle on the report.
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Section 13

Dialog Boxes
There are two built in language commands that create message
dialog boxes automatically. They bypass the process of creating

MsgBox
Use the MsgBox function when you want to present a brief

a window, adding it to the project, and adding controls to it via

message to the user in the form of a modal dialog box. Simply

the Controls pane and the Window Editor. These commands are

pass the text that you want to display to the MsgBox function.

the MsgBox function and the MessageDialog class.

For example, the following message could be shown when a file

These commands create a limited range of dialog boxes. They

upload has completed successfully:

can have an icon, some text, and one or more buttons, but they
cannot be used to create any other type of dialog box that

MsgBox("File transfer complete!")

displays information in a diﬀerent form. The only user input that is
supported is the selection of a button to click. Also, you do not
have the ability to arrange the buttons, text, and icon freely. If

This line of code displays a message box with the message and

you need any of these extra features, you should create a modal

one button that the

window instead (see Using a Window as a Dialog Box in this

user can click to

section).

dismiss the window.

Figure 2.68 A Simple Dialog Box
Created with MsgBox

The MsgBox function
has two optional
parameters that
provide some
customization. You can
pass an integer that
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indicates that the function should display additional buttons,
indicate which of these additional buttons is the default button,
and set the icon that is displayed.
If you use the optional parameters, the MsgBox function returns
an integer that tells you which button the user clicked. If you
display more than the one button, you should examine the value
returned by the MsgBox function.
Note: If the string that you pass to MsgBox contains a null character or
unprintable characters, you should first filter them out prior to using the
MsgBox function. The null character will terminate the string, no matter
where it appears.

MessageDialog
Use the MessageDialog class when you need to design more
complex dialog boxes than are possible with MsgBox. With the
MessageDialog class, you can
present up to three buttons and

Figure 2.69 Example
Message Dialogs on
Windows, OS X and Linux

control their text and
functionality. You can also
present subordinate explanatory
text below the main message.
However, since MessageDialog is
a class, you cannot accomplish
all of this with one line of code.
You need to declare a variable as
type MessageDialog, instantiate
it, set its properties, and handle
the result returned, which tells
you which button the user pressed.

A MessageDialog can have up to three buttons: ActionButton,
CancelButton, and AlternateActionButton. They have the
following properties:
Property

Description

Caption

The text displayed in the button.

Visible

Set to True to show the button.
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By default, only the ActionButton is shown, but you can show the

After the user clicks a button, the MessageDialog returns a

others simply by setting their Visible properties to True.

MessageDialogButton object, which is either an ActionButton,

In addition, you can set the text of the message, the subordinate
explanation, the type of icon shown in the dialog (no icon, Note,
Warning, Stop, or Question), and the title.

CancelButton, or AlternateActionButton. By determining the type
of object that was returned, you learn which button the user
pressed. You can also examine the returned object’s properties, if
necessary.

Note: Not all of the icons are presented in OS X.

You present the customized dialog by calling the ShowModal
method of the MessageDialog class.

Dim dialog As New MessageDialog
dialog.Message = "Do you want to save changes to this
document before closing?"
dialog.ActionButton.Caption = "Save"
dialog.CancelButton.Visible = True
dialog.CancelButton.Caption = "Cancel"
dialog.AlternateActionButton.Visible = True
dialog.AlternateActionButton.Caption = "Don't Save"
Dim dialogButton As MessageDialogButton
dialogButton = dialog.ShowModalWithin(Self)
Select Case dialogButton
Case dialog.ActionButton
// Save
Case dialog.AlternateActionButton
// Don't save
Case dialog.CancelButton
// Cancel
End Select
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Using a Window as a Dialog Box

This code (in the Action event handler of a button on a dialog)

There will be times when you need a more advanced dialog box,

gets the selected text from a ListBox, assigns it to the

perhaps with additional controls or a more sophisticated layout

SelectedName property and closes the dialog:

than what MsgBox and MessageDialog oﬀer.
To do this, you add a Window in your project and set its Type
property in the Inspector to one of these values:
• Movable Modal
A modal dialog box with a title bar that the user can use to drag

If NameList.ListIndex >= 0 Then
SelectedName = NameList.Text
Self.Close
End If

it around the screen.
• Modal Dialog
A modal dialog box that cannot be moved around the screen by

This is the code that calls the dialog window and assigns the
SelectedName to a Label on the window:

the user.
• Sheet Window
Available only on OS X, a sheet window drops down from the
main (parent) window. Because of this you do not see the title

Dim dialog As New DialogWindow
dialog.ShowModal
ResultLabel.Text = dialog.SelectedName

bar on OS X. On Windows and Linux, a Sheet Window behaves
the same as a Movable Modal window.
It is important that you add a way for the dialog to close.
Typically you use a button for this and in its Action event handler
call Self.Close to close the dialog.
To make a value available for the caller to check, create a public
property on the dialog window and set it to the value before you
close the dialog.
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Section 14

Toolbars
Toolbars appear at the top of a window and provide quick access

To add a button to the toolbar, click the “Add Tool Item” button in

to commonly used functionality. You create toolbars by adding

the Toolbar Editor toolbar.

them to your project using the Insert ↠ Toolbar command on the
toolbar or menu.

Figure 2.70 Toolbar Editor

Toolbar Editor
The Toolbar Editor is used to design your toolbar. You can add
buttons to the toolbar, which can have one of the following
styles:
• Push button
• Separator
• Toggle button
• Dropdown button
• Separate dropdown button
• Space

Use the Inspector to change the properties of the buttons that
you add to the toolbar.
After adding items to the toolbar, you can reorder them by
dragging an item to the left or right. You can preview the toolbar
on other platforms by clicking one of the Toolbar preview mode
buttons in the Toolbar toolbar.

• Flexible space
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Toolbar
Class: Toolbar

You can have multiple toolbars in your application, but you can
only add a single toolbar to each window.

Events
Action
The Action event handler is where your code handles button
presses. The supplied Item parameter tells you the button that
was clicked so that you can perform the appropriate action.
DropDownMenuAction
This event handler is called when a button that has a drop-down
menu has an item on the menu selected.
Open
The standard event where you would do any initialization, such as
assigning icons or drop-down menus.

Visible
Use the Visible property to hide or show the toolbar.

Methods
Append
Used to add a button to the end of the toolbar.
Count
Tells you the number of buttons on the toolbar.
Insert
Used to insert a button at a specific position on the toolbar.
Item
Allows you to directly access the buttons on the toolbar by
specifying a zero-based index to a button.
Remove
Used to remove a button from the toolbar.

Properties

ToolButton

Each button that you add to the toolbar in the Toolbar Editor is

Class: ToolButton

accessible as a property of the toolbar. For example, if you add a

A ToolButton is a button that you add to the toolbar. When the

button called EditButton to the Toolbar, you can access it by

user clicks a button (that is clickable, not all styles can be

referring to it by name:

clicked), the toolbar Action event handler is called.

Properties
Toolbar1.EditButton.Caption = "Edit"

Caption
The text that displays on the button.
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DropDownMenu
Assign the menu to display (only used by buttons with the Dropdown button or Separate dropdown button styles).

• Separator: A separator is a vertical line in the toolbar. The user
cannot click a separator. Not supported on OS X 10.7 and later.
• Toggle button: A toggle button retains it selection when clicked.

Enabled
Used to enable or disable a button.

The behavior of multiple toggle buttons varies by platform. On

HelpTag
This value is displayed when the mouse hovers over the button.

Windows, multiple toggle buttons may be selected at one time.

Icon
The icon for the button. You can use any size icon you like, but
for best results all the icons for all your buttons should be the
same size. 32x32 is a common button size.
Name
The name you give the button can be accessed as a property of
the toolbar when the toolbar has been added to a window.
Pushed
For toggle buttons, allows you to specify and check whether the
button is pushed.
Style
The style describes how the button works. There are several
styles:
• Push button: Works like a standard button. The user can click
it.

OS X, only one toggle button may be selected at one time. On

• Dropdown Button: This is a Push button with an attached menu.
Clicking the button displays the menu. On Windows an arrow is
drawn next to the button icon to indicate there is a menu. You
can only specify the menu in code, usually the Open event
handler for the toolbar.
When the user selects an item from the menu, the
DropDownAction event handler on the toolbar is called.
• Separate Dropdown button: The ToolButton is a drop-down
menu with a separate down arrow on its right. Use the Caption
and Icon properties to assign the Toggle button’s label and icon.
The user can click on the button separately from the menu.
When the user clicks just the button, the Action event handler is
called.
To specify the menu, assign it to the DropDownMenu property
of the ToolButton class. Handle the selected menu item in the
DropDownMenuAction event of the Toolbar class.
Supports Windows and Linux only. On OS X, this style behaves
the same as Dropdown button.
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• Space: Creates a space in the toolbar. The user cannot click
the space. Supported on OS X and Linux.
• Flexible space: Creates a variable-width space that is used to

For example, here is the Action event handler for a simple toolbar
with Open and Save buttons. It tests the Name property for each
button.

right-align buttons on the toolbar. All buttons that are to the
right of the Flexible space appear on the right-hand side of the
toolbar. Supported on OS X and Linux.

Adding a Toolbar to a Window
To add a toolbar to a window, you drag it from the Navigator to
the Window Layout Editor. The toolbar is added to the Shelf.

Select Case Item.Name
Case "OpenButton"
MsgBox("Open clicked.")
Case "SaveButton"
MsgBox("Save clicked.")
End Select

When your application runs, the toolbar is automatically added to
the top of the window and your controls are shifted accordingly.
On OS X, if the window is not wide enough to show all the toolbar

Here is a DropDownMenuAction event handler for a Clipboard
Dropdown button with three items in the menu:

buttons, an icon displays which can be clicked to allow you to still
access the other toolbar icons that do not fit.
Adding multiple toolbars to a window is not supported.

Handling Toolbar Button Presses
When a toolbar button is pressed, the Action event handler for the
toolbar itself is called. This event supplies an item parameter that
contains the information about which button was pressed.
If a dropdown menu item was selected, the
DropDownMenuAction event handler is called with a parameter
telling you what menu was selected.

If item.Name = "ClipButton" Then
Select Case hitItem.Text
Case "Cut"
MsgBox("Chose Cut.")
Case "Copy"
MsgBox("Chose Copy.")
Case "Paste"
MsgBox("Chose Paste.")
End Select
End If
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Adding Toolbar Buttons in Code
In addition to setting up the toolbar using the Toolbar Editor, you
can also do all the toolbar setup programmatically.
You need to do this if you are using either of the Dropdown
buttons as you can only specify the menu in code.
You might also want to do this if you have buttons you want to
dynamically enable or disable, or even show or hide.
This code in the toolbar Open event handler adds a menu to a
Dropdown button:

Dim baseMenu As New MenuItem
Dim m as MenuItem
m = New MenuItem("Cut")
baseMenu.Append(m)
m = New MenuItem("Copy")
baseMenu.Append(m)
m = New MenuItem("Paste")
baseMenu.Append(m)
Me.ClipButton.DropdownMenu = baseMenu
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Section 15

Menus
Most applications have a Menu Bar. The location of the menu

Figure 2.71 Menu Editor

bar varies by platform. On OS X, there is only a single menu bar
and it appears at the top of the screen. On Windows, each
window can have its own menu bar. Linux can work either way,
depending on the distribution.
When you create a desktop project, a default menu bar is added
automatically, called MainMenuBar. For most applications this is
usually suﬃcient.
You create additional menu bars by adding them to your project
using the Insert ↠ Menu Bar command on the toolbar or menu.

Use the toolbar buttons to add menus and menu items (as
described in the Overview chapter of the Fundamentals Guide).

Keyboard Shortcuts

Menu Editor

You can assign keyboard shortcuts to menu items, but remember

The Menu Editor is used to create your menu bars. A menu bar

that the operating system looks for a shortcut starting from the

consists of top-level menus (called menus) and their items (called

leftmost menu. That means that if you assign the same keyboard

menu items). Regardless, both are subclasses of MenuItem.

shortcut to two diﬀerent menu items, one of them won’t work.

The default menu bar, MainMenuBar, has two menus: File and
Edit, each with their own menu items.

There are also several specific keyboard shortcuts that are
reserved for specific functions.
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Accelerator keys

If you wish, you can continue to add a submenu to an existing

The Windows and Linux platforms also have the concept of

submenu, creating a three-level hierarchical menu system.

keyboard accelerators. In addition to the keyboard equivalent,

However, submenus can be diﬃcult to navigate for most users.

which work on all platforms, you can also add a keyboard

Deeply nested submenus are not a good design because they are

accelerator for each menu and menu item. When you designate a

hard for most users to navigate and make it harder to find menu

key as the keyboard accelerator, it is underlined in the menu

items.

name or menu item. The user can display the menu or invoke the
menu item by holding down Alt and pressing the accelerator key.
With a comprehensive system of accelerators, a user can use the
menu system without using the mouse at all.

Adding a Menu Item to the OS X Apple and Application
Menus
OS X applications add a new menu between the Apple menu and
the standard File menu. When you create an OS X application,

To designate the accelerator key, precede the letter by an

this menu gets the Mac App Name entered in the OS X Build

ampersand (“&”) in the menu or MenuItem Text property. For

Settings.

example, if you are creating a menu named “Actions” and you
want to make the keyboard accelerator the “A”, you would enter
“&Actions” in the Text property. To make the “t” the accelerator
key, enter “Ac&tions”.
To display an ampersand in the menu, you need to double it like
this: “&&”.
Note: Accelerators do not work on OS X and are not displayed, but you still
need to use a double-ampersand “&&” to display a single ampersand in a
menu.

Adding a Submenu

Although both the Apple menu and the Application menu appear
in the Menu Editor, you cannot directly add menu items to them.
Instead you use these MenuItem subclasses to move the menu at
runtime:
PrefsMenuItem
For your preferences menu item, put the menu item where you
want it to appear under Windows and Linux and set its Super
class to PrefsMenuItem. A MenuItem based on the
PrefsMenuItem class will be moved automatically to the
Application menu for the OS X build.

Submenus are menu items that display an additional menu to
their right. The menu item itself is not selectable, clicking it
displays the submenu whose items can be selected.
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AppleMenuItem

Removing Menu Items

Similarly, use the AppleMenuItem class for any menu items that

To remove a menu item from a menu, select it in the menu (not

should appear in the application menu on OS X.

the Navigator) and press the Delete key or choose Edit->Delete

The Exit (or Quit) menu item

from the menu.

The QuitMenuItem class is intended only for the Quit (or Exit)

Adding A Menu Item Separator

menu item. When a QuitMenuItem is selected, your application

Menu item separators are lines that appear in between menu

quits. It also moves the menu item to the application menu for

items to logically group items together. To add a menu item

OS X builds.

separator, simply select a menu item and click the Add Separator

Moving Menus and Menu Items
A menu item can be moved to a new position in the menu by
dragging the menu item.
You can also move menus within the menu bar. In a similar
fashion, drag a menu in the menu bar and move it to the left or
right. Drop the menu when it is between the desired menus.

Converting a Menu Item to a Menu
To convert a Menu Item into a Menu, select the menu item and
then click the Convert To Menu button in the Menu Editor toolbar.
The menu item is then removed from its menu and appears in the

button in the Menu Editor toolbar. The separator will appear just
below the selected menu item. If you wish, you can drag it
vertically to a new location.

The Default Menu Bar
The default menu bar, MainMenuBar, is automatically set as the
MenuBar for the App and for each new window that you create.
The menu that appears for a window depends on the platform
being used. Since each window on Windows has a menu bar,
you must specify the MenuBar property on the window in order
for a menu bar to appear. Linux is similar.

menubar. From there you can drag it to another position in the

On OS X, if the MenuBar property for a window is not specified,

menu bar if you wish.

then the App.MenuBar property is used for the menu instead.

Implicit Instance
You may have noticed that you can refer to a MenuBar globally by
its name. This is because an "implicit instance" is automatically
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created for you. If you use this global name, then you get the

In the menu handler itself, you can write the code that should run

same MenuBar instance everywhere you use it. If you modify the

when the menu is selected.

MenuBar in code, the modification will appear everywhere the
MenuBar is used.
If you would rather have separate instances of the MenuBar, you
should assign it in code manually in the Window.Open event:

Self.MenuBar = New MainMenuBar

On OS X, if a window does not have a MenuBar specified, then
the window uses the MenuBar specified on Application.MenuBar.
On Windows and Linux, if a window does not have a MenuBar
specified, then the window displays without a MenuBar even if
one is specified in Application.MenuBar.

Menu Handlers
When a user clicks a menu, this calls a Menu Handler. A Menu
Handler is added to your window manually.
Click the Add button on the Window and select “Menu Handler”.
This adds an empty Menu Handler to the window. In the
Inspector you can change the MenuItem Name (by using the
ComboBox) to select the name of an existing Menu Item in the
menu bar that is assigned to the window.
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MenuItem
Class: MenuItem

Events
Action
The Action event is called when the menu is selected. You will
only see this event if you create a MenuItem subclass.
EnableMenu
Called when the menu gets focus. You will only see this event if
you create a MenuItem subclass.

Properties
AutoEnable
When True, the menu will be automatically enabled if there is
code in its menu handler.
Checked
When True, a check mark is displayed to the left of the menu
item.
Enabled
Use this in the EnabledMenuItems event to enable menu items
where AutoEnable is False.
Icon
Allows you to attach an icon to the menu item. The icon displays
to the left of the text. Icon should be 16x16 for best results.

AlternateMenuModifier, Key, KeyboardShortCut, MacControlKey,
MacOptionKey, MenuModifier, PCAltKey
Used to specify the shortcut key for the menu item.
Text
The text that displays for the menu. To create an accelerator key
for Windows, prefix the character with “&”. Use two in a row “&&”
to display the “&” as part of the text.
Visible
Makes the menu item visible or invisible.

Methods
Append, Close, Insert, Remove
Used to create and remove menu items dynamically.
Child
Returns a child menu item, looking it up by its name.
Clone
Used to clone a menu item so that it can be used in another
menu.
Count
Returns the number of children for a menu item.
Enable
Sets the Enabled property = True.
Item
Returns a child menu item, looking it up by its index.
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Popup
Displays the menu items children as a Popup Menu. You can
optionally supply x and y coordinates.

Dynamic Menus
Sometimes you may need to create a menu dynamically.
Examples of this include a menu that shows recently opened files,
a menu that shows the names of the currently open windows or a
menu that shows the name of available fonts.
To do this you create a MenuItem subclass and use the Append

mFontMenu = New MenuItem("Font")
MenuBar1.Append(mFontMenu)
Dim fCount As Integer = FontCount
Dim fMenu As FontMenuItem
For i As Integer = 0 To fCount-1
fMenu = New FontMenuItem(Font(i))
mFontMenu.Append(fMenu)
Next

and Insert methods of the MenuItem class to add instances of
your subclass to the menu bar.
This code creates a new top-level menu called “Font” and adds
Here is an example that adds a Font menu.

to it a menu item for each font that is installed on your system.

Create a new MenuItem subclass (called FontMenuItem). In its

When you run the application and click the Font menu, you will

Action event add this code:

see a list of all the fonts. Click on a font and a dialog appears
telling you the name of the one you clicked.

MsgBox("Selected Font: " + Self.Text)

Contextual Menus
Contextual menus are menus that appear when the user choose

Reminder: To create a MenuItem subclass, create a new class
and set its Super to MenuItem.
Now you can use this subclass to create a font menu. In the
Open event of the default window, add this code:

to see them. This is most often by right-clicking (or Ctrl-clicking
on OS X) somewhere, but contextual menus can also be
displayed using a keyboard shortcut on Windows.
All controls have two events that you use to create and handle
contextual menus: ConstructContextualMenu and
ContextualMenuAction.
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In ConstructContextualMenu, you can dynamically create the

In particular, if you add a Help menu, you should make sure its

contextual menu (by appending menu items to the base

text property is set to just “Help” (or the localized equivalent). This

parameter). Return True from the event to display the contextual

will allow OS X to automatically provide the Spotlight “Search”

menu:

menu item that lets the user search all the menu items for specific
text.

base.Append(New MenuItem("Test 1"))
base.Append(New MenuItem("Test 2"))
base.Append(New MenuItem("Test 3"))
Return True

A top-level menu with the text “Edit” (or the localized equivalent),
Cocoa apps automatically get “Start Dictation” and “Insert
Special Characters...” menus added.
Additionally, items in the EditMenu should also retain the names
they are given by default if you want them to automatically work
in TextFields, TextAreas and other controls: EditCut, EditCopy,

In ContextualMenuAction, you can test the HitItem parameter to

EditPaste, EditClear, EditSelectAll, EditUndo and EditRedo. You

perform actions:

can change their Text property, but do not change the Name
property).

If hitItem <> Nil Then
MsgBox(hitItem.Text)
End If
Return True

Special Menus
There a few menu items that should have specific names in order
for you to get automatic OS-provided functionality.
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Section 16

Control Sets and Dynamic Controls
Control Sets

Figure 2.73 A Control in a Control Set

Each control in the

Control Sets serve two purposes. One is to allow you to have a

same Control Set

collection of controls that share a single set of event handlers.

has a diﬀerent index

The other is to create controls dynamically while your application

value.

is running. In both cases, you create a control set by selecting a
control and then changing the value for the Member Of property
in the Inspector (located in the Control Set group).
To create a new Control Set for the selected control, choose New
Control Set from the popup menu. This creates a Control Set
with the name of the selected control.

Note: Control Sets
were previously known
as Control Arrays. They
were renamed because they are not arrays and really don’t have anything to
do with arrays.
Note: Container Controls cannot be in a Control Set.

Sharing Event Handlers
If you have multiple controls on the window that are part of a

Figure 2.72 Creating a New Control
Set

Control Set, the controls share their events. However, each
event now has a new index property that you use to identify the
control.

Figure 2.74 Event that is Part of a Control Set

You add other controls to the Control Set by clicking on them
and selecting the Control Set name to add them to.
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Controls Sets are a handy way to manage multiple controls that
share similar functionality.

Dynamic Controls
There may be situations where you can’t build the entire interface
ahead of time and need to create some or all of the interface
elements programmatically. This can be done provided that the
window already contains a control of the type you wish to create
and that control belongs to a Control Set. In this case, the
existing control is used as a template. For example, if you wish to
create a Button via code, there must already be a Button on the
window that you can “clone.” Remember that controls can be
made invisible, so there is no need for your template control to be
visible to the user. Once you have created a new instance of the

2. In the Action event of PushButton1, Dim a variable of type
PushButton. Assign the variable a reference to a new control
using the New operator and use the name of the Control Set.
This example shows a new PushButton being created using
the PushButton1 Control Set. When the new control is created,
it is moved to the right of the template control:

Dim pb As PushButton
pb = New PushButton1 //create clone
pb.Caption = "Clone"
pb.Left = Me.Left + Me.Width + 10

3. Click the Run button. When the application launches, click the

control, you can then change any of its properties.

“Original” button.

Suppose you need to clone a Button that is already in the

If you click “Clone,” you will create another clone to the right of

window, named PushButton1.

the first two, and so on.

To create a new PushButton control via code, do this:
1. In the Inspector for the PushButton, select New Control Set
from the Member Of popup menu in the Control Set group.
When the new controls are created while the application is
running, they become additional elements of this Control Set.

This creates a new PushButton to the right of the original.

Since any new control you create in this manner shares the same
event handler code as the template control, you may need to
diﬀerentiate between them in your code. You use the index
property of the control (passed in as a parameter to the event
handler) to identify the control being used.

In this example, a new PushButton is created when the user

If your code needs to create diﬀerent kinds of controls and store

clicks on the original PushButton.

the reference to the new control in one variable, you can declare
the variable as being of the type of object that all the possible
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controls you might be creating have in common (e.g, the super
class or an interface). For example, if a variable can contain a
reference to a new RadioButton or a new CheckBox, the variable
can be declared as a RectControl because both RadioButtons
and CheckBoxes inherit from the RectControl class. Keep in
mind, however, since the variable is a RectControl, the properties
specific to a RadioButton or CheckBox will not be accessible
without casting.
Here is the preceding example using RectControl and casting:

Dim rc As RectControl
rc = New PushButton1 //create clone
PushButton(rc).Caption = "Clone"
PushButton(rc).Left = Me.Left + Me.Width + 10
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Section 17

Container Controls
Container Control
Class: ContainerControl
The Container Control is a special control that can contain any
other control (including other Container Controls). A Container
Control can be used to:
• Organize groups of controls into reusable interface
components
• Create custom controls made up of other controls

You have two ways to add a Container Control to your windows.
First, you can drag it from the Navigator onto the Window Layout
Editor. Or you can find it in the Library in the Project Controls
section and drag it from there to the Window Layout Editor.
A ContainerControl itself is invisible in built applications. Your
application only see the controls on the Container Control and
not the Container Control itself.
Container Controls are commonly used to simplify window
layouts. You can add Container Controls to a window as

• Increase encapsulation and simplify complex window layouts

described above or dynamically at run-time.

• Create dynamic window layouts

In addition to adding Container Controls to Windows, Container

To use a Container Control on a window, you first have to add
one to your project using the Insert ↠ Container Control menu
from the Insert button or menu.
When you click on a Container Control in the Navigator, a Layout

Controls can be added to another Container Control.
Note: Container Controls cannot be in a Control Set.

In general, a Container Control shares many of its events,
properties and methods with a Window, with these additions:

Editor very similar to the Window Layout Editor appears. In this

Methods

Layout Editor, you can add controls to the Container Control.

EmbedWithin
Allows you to dynamically add a Container Control to a window,
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another Container Control or another control programmatically.
The following code in the Open event handler of a Window adds a
Container Control to the window in the top left corner:

Subclassing Container Controls
A Container Control that has been added to a layout cannot have
its containing controls modified on the layout. You have to go
back to the Container Control and change the controls using its

Dim cc As New MyContainer
cc.EmbedWithin(Self, 0, 0)

Layout Editor.
If you want to add additional controls to a Container Control
without modifying the original Container Control, create a new

EmbedWithinPanel
Allows you to add a Container Control to a specific page in a Tab
Panel or Page Panel. This is useful for app that contain a variable

Container Control and add the first Container Control to it. There
is no limit to the number of Container Controls you can embed in
this manner.

number of pages. You can add a page at run-time and then use a

You cannot subclass Container Controls created with the Layout

Container Control to add all the user interface controls to the

Editor. However, you can create a class with methods and

page.

properties that Container Controls can inherit. To do so, create a

The following code adds a new tab to a Tab Panel and then adds
a Container Control to it:

new class (perhaps BaseContainer) with the properties and
methods you want and set its Super to “ContainerControl”. Then,
in the Container Controls you create change their Super from
“ContainerControl” to the name of the class you created

MainTab.Append("New Tab")
Dim tabNum As Integer
tabNum = MainTab.PanelCount-1

(BaseContainer). These Container Controls will now have access

Dim cc As New MyContainer
cc.EmbedWithinPanel(MainTab, tabNum)

There are many great reasons to use Container Controls in your

to the properties and methods from BaseContainer.

Benefits of Using Container Controls
projects instead of creating windows with lots and lots of
controls.
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Reusable Controls

message itself. This could easily be three Container Controls, one

Since a Container Control can be easily added to Windows, you

for each area of the user interface.

can reuse these controls in multiple places without recreating the
entire layout and any required code. The Container Control itself
also makes it easy to encapsulate any specific methods or
properties that are needed to tie all the controls together.

Custom Controls
Even more generically, you can create your own custom controls
using Container Controls. Xojo includes an example project that
demonstrates how to create an OKCancelContainer whose
buttons are properly position themselves on Windows/Linux and
OS X (where OK/Cancel typically appears as Cancel/OK).
Such a Container Control can be easily reused in all your projects.

Simplify Layouts

You may then find that your window layout will instead have just a
few Container Controls on it and is now much easier to work with
while at the same time benefitting from better code organization
and data separation.

Dynamic Window Layouts
Because Container Controls can also be added at run-time, you
can use them to create flexible user interfaces. A common
example of this is an interface that has a variable number of tabs,
such as a web browser.
You can have a Container Control that consists of an HTMLViewer
and a TextField for the URL address. When the user chooses to
add a new tab, you append the tab to the Tab Panel and then
dynamically add the Container Control to the new tab page.

Use a Container Control to simplify you Window layouts. Instead
of adding dozens (or hundreds) of controls onto a Window, which
makes it more complex and potentially adds lots of fragile
dependencies, instead group your layout into multiple Container
Controls, each having only the controls they need.
Most Window layouts have multiple areas that are mostly
independent from each other. Consider a Mail app which typically
has a section on the left with mailboxes, a section at the top with
messages and a section at the bottom that shows the email
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Section 18

Keyboard Access
Full Keyboard Access on OS X

user chooses to turn it on. However, you cannot turn it on for

OS X includes a system-wide feature called full keyboard access.

them, so you can’t assume that all (or any) of your users will be

This feature enables a user to do work with only the keyboard

using full keyboard access.

that ordinarily is done using both the keyboard and the mouse.
For example, the standard OS X interface calls for mouse
gestures to operate the menu system and the dock. With full

Figure 2.75 Full Keyboard Access
setting in OS X System Preferences

keyboard access, when the menu bar has the focus, menu items
can be highlighted by the up and down arrow keys and an item is
selected by pressing Spacebar. Full Keyboard Access is enabled
in the Keyboard Shortcuts panel of the Keyboard System
Preference. Click the All Controls radio button to enable Full
Keyboard Access.
When full keyboard access is on, you can select and set values
for controls via the keyboard that normally do not have the focus.
When a control accepts keystrokes via full keyboard access, it
has a halo. For example, when full keyboard access is on, the
user can select radio buttons via the keyboard only.
Please note that full keyboard access is a OS X system-wide
option that the end-user must select using System Preferences.
The OS X version of Xojo supports full keyboard access if the
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Section 19

Creating Custom Controls
Custom Controls

4. Add this code:

You can create your own custom controls by subclassing any of
the built-in controls.

ShowURL(URL)

For example, desktop applications do not have a “Link” control,
which would be useful to open the default browser to the
specified URL.
To create such a control, you could start by subclassing the

5. Now you can drag LinkLabel onto a Window and set the URL
property in its open event:
Me.URL = "http://www.wikipedia.org"

Label control.
1. Drag a Label from the Library to the Navigator. This adds a
new control called “CustomLabel”. Change its name to
“LinkLabel”.
2. Using the Add button on the Editor toolbar for Link, choose

You might also want to change its Text property to be
“Wikipedia”.
6. Run the project and click on the LinkLabel. Your default
browsers opens to the Wikipedia web site.

Property. Change its name to “URL” with Type “String”.
3. Using the Add button on the Editor toolbar for Link, choose
Event Handler and then select the MouseDown event.
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Customizing the Inspector for Custom
Controls

In this dialog, you can control all the properties that appear in the
Inspector, including any new ones that you add. If you scroll

When creating custom controls, you may want to make some of

down, you will see the URL parameter. Simply check the box

your properties so they can be set at design time in the Inspector.

next to its name and click OK to have the property displayed in

Using the LinkLabel example above, it would be better if you

the Inspector. Now you can specify the URL in the Inspector and

could set the URL property in the Inspector rather than having to

remove the Open event from the LinkLabel.

put code in the Open event.

Figure 2.76 Inspector Behavior Window

Other Features of the Inspector Behavior Dialog
The Inspector Behavior dialog allows you to control all aspects of
what appears in the Inspector. You can:
• Add or remove group headings
Use the “+” or “-” buttons below the list or use the contextual
menu.
• Change the order of the properties, including moving them to
diﬀerent groups
Drag properties around as needed.
• Set or modify default values
Double-click in the Default Value column for the property to set
or modify the default value.
• Change whether a property is shown or hidden
Check the property to display it; uncheck it to hide it.

To do this, open the contextual menu for LinkLabel in the
Navigator and select Inspector Behavior. This opens the
Inspector Behavior dialog.

• Add enumerations
Use the Enumerations control on the right to add values that the
user can select from a list.
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Chapter 3

Web

CONTENTS
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Learn about all the user interface controls used to
create Web applications.

3.6. Controls: Decor
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Section 1

Web Page
A Web application’s user interface exists in your application’s
web pages. You create your user interface by creating web
pages and adding interface controls such as Buttons and Check

• Add code as needed.
• Add code to display the web page in the finished application.

Boxes. By default, a Web Application project has one web page

Web Pages have a hierarchy. The base class is WebObject.

(WebPage1) that is displayed automatically when the application

WebControl subclasses WebObject. WebView subclasses

runs. Typically, you will begin designing your application’s

WebControl. WebPage subclasses WebView.

interface by adding
controls to this web
page and enabling

Figure 3.1 A Web Page and its
Properties in the Inspector

WebPage
Class: WebPage

the controls by

Events

writing code.

Close
The web page is closing.

To add additional
web pages to an
application:
• Add a new web page to the project by clicking the Insert button
on the toolbar or menu and selecting Web Page.
• Add controls to the web page from the Library.

ContextualMenuAction
Called when an item in a ContextualMenu was selected.
DoubleClick
Called when the user double-clicks on the web page.
Hidden
Called when the control is about to be hidden because another
page is about to be shown.
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KeyPressed
Called when the user presses a key while the web page has
focus.
MouseDown, MouseDrag, MouseEnter, MouseMove, MouseUp
Called when the specified mouse actions occur in the page.
Open
Called when the web page has been created but before it is
displayed. Unlike with desktop projects, you should instead use
the Shown event to initialize the web page or any of its controls.
Resized
Called after the browser page is resized.
Shown
Use the Shown event instead of the Open event to initialize the
web page or any of its controls.

Enabled
When False, disables all controls on the page.
HelpTag
Set to the text you want displayed in a tooltip when the mouse is
hovered over the page.
ImplicitInstance, IsImplicitInstance
When ImplicitInstance is True, you can refer to the web page by
its name (instead of having to declare an explicit instance using
New).
IsImplicitInstance allows you to check if the page was created
implicitly.
Height, Width
Used to get the height and width of the page.

Properties

MinHeight, MinWidth
If the browser size is set smaller than the minimum width or
height, scroll bars appear so that you can still see the content.

ContextualMenu
Assign a WebMenuItem to display the menu when the user
contextual-clicks on the page.

Name
The name of the web page.

ControlID
A session-specific identifier for the page.

Style
Assign a Style to this property to change the look and feel of the
web page (such as its background color).

Cursor
Used along with System.WebCursors to change the cursor when
the pointer is in the page.

Title
The text that appears in the Title Bar of the web browser.
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Visible
Hides all the contents of the page.

Methods
Close
Closes the page.
ScrollTo
Scrolls the page to the specified coordinates. This aﬀects
scrolling for all subsequently displayed pages as well.
Show
Displays the page. If ImplicitInstantiation is True, then you can
show a page simply by using WebPageName.Show.
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Section 2

Control Hierarchy
The built-in controls have an inheritance hierarchy. The base
class is called WebObject and it contains several common

Figure 3.2 Web Control Hierarchy

events, properties and methods. WebControl subclasses
WebObject and adds additional events, properties and methods.
The web controls you add to a page all subclass WebObject.
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WebObject

WebControl

Class: WebObject

Class: WebControl

Properties

Events

Name

Close
The control is being closed because the page is being closed.

The name of the control.
Page
The web page containing the control.
Parent
The parent container of the control.

ContextualMenuAction
Called when a contextual menu item has been selected.
DoubleClick
Called when the user double-clicks on the control.
GotFocus, LostFocus
Called when the control gets or loses
focus.

Figure 3.3 Locking
Control

Hidden
The control is about to be hidden
because the page is being closed.
KeyPressed
Called when a key is pressed while the control has focus. The
Details parameters provides information about the key
(KeyEvent).
MouseDown, MouseDrag, MouseExit, MouseMove, MouseUp
Called when the specific mouse action has occurred.
Open
Called when the control has been created but before it has been
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displayed. Unlike with desktop projects, you should instead use
the Shown event to initialize controls.
Resized
Called after the control size changes.
Shown
Called after the control has been shown in the browser. Use this
event to initialize controls instead of Open.

Properties
ContextualMenu
Assign a WebMenuItem to display the menu when the user
contextual-clicks on the page.
ControlID
A session-specific identifier for the control.
Cursor
Used along with System.WebCursors to change the cursor when
the pointer is within the control.
Enabled
Enable or disable the control.
Height, Left, Top, Width
Get or sets the control size and position on the page.

HorizontalCenter, VerticalCenter
Specifies that the control should remain centered horizontally or
vertically within the page.
LockBottom, LockHorizontal, LockLeft, LockRight, LockTop,
LockVertical
Specifies the control’s position in relation to the web browser
edges. These properties can be specified using the Locking
control in the Inspector. Click the appropriate lock icon to set
LockBottom, LockLeft, LockRight and LockTop.
To set LockHorizontal or LockVertical unlock both the vertical or
horizontal locks.
Style
Assign a Style to change the appearance of the control.
Visible
Determines the visibility of the control.
Zindex
Specifies the layer of the control. The backmost control has a
value of zero.

Methods
Close
Removes a control that was created dynamically at run-time. Has
no eﬀect on controls created in the Layout Editor.

HelpTag
Set to the text you want displayed in a tooltip when the mouse is
hovered over the control.
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PresentContextualMenu
Allows you to manually display the contextual menu assigned to
the ContextualMenu property.
SetFocus
Sets focus to the control.
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Section 3

Controls: Buttons
Button

Properties

Class: WebButton

Caption
Button text can be changed using the Caption property.

The Button is implemented as a native
browser control. By default, the button
appearance is determined by the

Figure 3.4
Button in a Web
Browser

defaults for the browser and platform it is
running on.
Buttons are typically used to evoke an action.
The Set Default Value feature can be used to change the caption.

Events
Action
Most often, you use the Action event handler of the button. In
this event handler you put the code that should do something
when the button is pressed.
If the code in the Action event handler should be called by other
means (e.g. a toolbar), then you should move the code to a
method of the web page and instead call the method from the
Button Action event handler and the toolbar event handler.
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Segmented Control

Value

Type

Description

Single

Only one segment can be
depressed. The group of
segments behaves like a
group of RadioButtons. One is
selected, the others are
deselected automatically.

Multiple

The segments behave like a
series of checkboxes. Two or
more can be selected at the
same time.

None

Each button behaves like a
PushButton. When a segment
is selected, it is depressed
(highlighted) only for the
duration of the press or click.

Class: WebSegmentedControl

The SegmentedControl is a horizontal button made up of multiple
segments. Each segment can
be clicked independently of the
others.

Figure 3.5 Segmented
Control

0

To edit the properties of the
segments (Text, Icon and
Selected) in the control, use the Set Default Value button on the

1

Layout Editor toolbar or press Return when the control is
selected.

Events
Action
The Action event is called when the Segmented Control is
clicked. It supplies a SegmentIndex parameter (0-based) that
tells you which segment was clicked.

2

Methods
Segment
Use to set the Text property of a segment identified by the index

Properties

parameter (index is zero-based).

SegmentCount
This property can only be set in the Layout Editor and is used to
specify the number of segments.
SelectionType
An Integer that indicates how the segments can be used:
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clicked. The actual menu has to be added programmatically

Toolbar

(usually in the Open event handler).

Class: WebToolbar

This control adds a toolbar to a web page.

• Separator

To add buttons to the toolbar, use the Set Default Value button on

Adds a vertical

the Layout Editor toolbar, click the small pencil overlay or press

separator to the

Return when the control is selected to put the toolbar in Edit

toolbar. It cannot

Mode.

be clicked.

While in Edit

•Space

Mode, you can

Figure 3.6 A Toolbar in Edit Mode

Adds a fixed

add new buttons

space to the

by clicking the

toolbar. It cannot

“+” indicator in

be clicked.

the top left of the
toolbar. You can
remove buttons by clicking the “-” on the button. You can click
on an individual button to see its properties in the Inspector.
There are several types of buttons you can add to a toolbar:
• Button

Figure 3.7 Toolbar Example

•Flexible space
A flexible space
fills all space to
the right of the toolbar. Buttons added after the flexible space
appear right-justified on the right side of the toolbar.
• Container

A Button can be either a standard push button or a toggle

A container allows you to add any container control to the

button.

toolbar. Used to add any type of control you want to the
toolbar. Refer to Container Controls for more information.

• Menu
This type of button displays a drop-down menu when it is

Using Styles you can dramatically alter the look of the toolbar and
its buttons. With styles you can set the appearance of buttons in
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their normal, toggled, and disabled states and buttons in their

Caption

normal and disabled states.

The caption for the button.

Events

Has Icon

ButtonAction
Called when a toolbar button is clicked. Supplies the button that
was clicked as an Item parameter (of type WebToolbarButton).

Indicates if the button has an icon.

MenuAction
Called when a toolbar menu is clicked. Supplies the button that
was clicked (Item) and the menu that was clicked (Choice).

Properties
ButtonDisabledStyle, ButtonStyle, ItemStyle, ToggleDisabledStyle,
ToggledStyle
Used to set the style to use for these button states.
ItemCount
Indicates the number of buttons on the toolbar.

Methods
ItemAtIndex, ItemWithName
Used to get a specific button by either its index (0-based) or its
name.

Button Properties
Class: WebToolbarButton

Item Name

Icon
If the button has an icon, this is the image to use.
Toggled
Change the button from a normal push button to a toggle button
that stays selected when clicked.
Enabled
Use to enable or disable the button.

Menu Properties
Class: WebToolbarMenu

Item Name
The name of the button.
Caption
The caption for the button.
Has Icon
Indicates if the button has an icon.
Icon
If the button has an icon, this is the image to use.

The name of the button.
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Enabled
Used to enable or disable the button.
Menu
The menu to display when the button is clicked. You can only
assign this programmatically.

Container Properties
Class: WebToolbarContainer

Item Name
The name of the container.
Caption

Select Case item.Name
Case "SaveButton"
MsgBox("You clicked Save.")
End Select

To add a menu to a menu button, you have to create the menu
programmatically using the WebMenuItem class and then assign
it to the Menu property. This code in the Shown event handler of
the toolbar assigns a menu to a menu button on a toolbar called
ChartsButton:

The caption for the container.
Target

// Create the menu
Dim chartMenu As New WebMenuItem

The name of the container control class to display.

chartMenu.Append(New WebMenuItem("Line"))

Size

// Assign it to the button

The size (width) of the container.

Dim chartButton As WebToolbarMenu
chartButton =

Example
When a button on the toolbar is clicked, the ButtonAction event
handler is called. You can use the supplied Item parameter to
determine which button was clicked:

WebToolbarMenu(Me.ItemWithName("ChartsButton"))
chartButton.Menu = chartMenu

Because ItemWithName returns a WebToolbarItem, the value has
to be cast to the correct type, in this case WebToolbarMenu.
When a menu is selected, the MenuAction event handler is called.
You can use it to determine both the menu button and menu
selection on the button:
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Select Case item.Name
Case "ChartsButton"
MsgBox(choice.Text)
End Select
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Section 4

Controls: Pickers
Vertical Scroll Bar, Horizontal Scroll Bar

PageStep

Class: WebScrollBar

The Integer amount that the scroll bar changes when the empty

Scrollbars can be presented vertically or horizontally. In general,

track of the scroll bar is clicked.

controls that need to have
Scrollbars already have
them built-in, so you are

Figure 3.8 Vertical and
Horizontal Scroll Bars

Value
An Integer used to get or set current position of the scroll bar.

not likely to need this
control often.

Events
ValueChanged
Called when the scroll bar
value has changed.

Properties
LineStep
An Integer that indicates
the amount the scroll bar
changes when one of its arrows is clicked (default is 1).
Minimum, Maximum
The minimum and maximum values returned by the Scroll Bar.
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Check Box
Class: WebCheckbox

Use Check Boxes to let the user

Popup Menu
Figure 3.9 Check
Boxes

Class: WebPopupMenu

Popup Menu controls are

choose a preference. A Check Box can

useful when you have a single

be checked or unchecked.

column of data to present in a

Check Boxes should not cause an
immediate and obvious action to occur
except perhaps to enable or disable other controls.

Events

limited amount of space. It
presents a list of items and the
user can choose one item.
You can add default values to
the Popup Menu by using the

ValueChanged

Set Default Value button on the

Called when the check box is clicked.

toolbar, clicking the Pencil icon

Properties
Caption
Used to set or change the caption text for the check box.
Value
True if the check box is checked, False if it is not checked.

CheckBox1.Value = True

Figure 3.10 Popup Menu

Figure 3.11 Set Default Value
for Popup Menu

when hovering over the control
or pressing Return while the
control is selected.

Events
SelectionChanged
Called when the selected item in the popup menu has changed.

Properties
List
This property takes one parameter, an index of the row. It returns
the text of the item in the popup menu specified by the index
parameter.
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If the index does not exist, then an OutOfBoundsException is

RowTag

raised.

Takes as a parameter the number of the row to which to assign

ListCount As Integer
An Integer containing the number of rows in the popup menu.
ListIndex As Integer

the tag. The tag can be any value or class (variant).

Examples
This code in the Shown event handler populates a Popup Menu:

An Integer used to get or set the currently selected row in the
popup menu.
Text As String
Contains the text of the currently selected row.

Me.AddRow("North")
Me.AddRow("East")
Me.AddRow("South")
Me.AddRow("West")

Methods
AddRow
Takes as a parameter a string or an array of strings to add a row
or rows to the Popup Menu.
DeleteAllRows
Removes all rows from the Popup Menu.
IndexOfRow

This code in the SelectionChanged event handler displays the
selected direction:

If Me.ListIndex >= 0 Then
MsgBox(Me.List(Me.ListIndex))
End If

Returns the row number in the list of the supplied value.
InsertRow

This could also be written more simply as:

Takes as a parameter the row and name of item to insert into the
Popup Menu.

MsgBox(Me.Text)

RemoveRow
Takes as a parameter the number of the row to remove.
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CellEnabled
Use to enable or disable a specific radio button (cell).

Radio Group
Class: WebRadioGroup

Used to provide a collection of radio buttons for the user to
choose from. It enables you to create a single control that
contains a row by column array of radio

Figure 3.12
Radio Group

buttons. The default for a Radio Group is one
column and two rows.
In a WebRadioGroup control, the number of
rows and columns is controlled by the
ColumnCount and RowCount properties in the
Inspector.

To edit the cells of a Radio Group,
use the Set Default Value feature.

Figure 3.13 Editing a
Radio Group

Once active, you can click on each
cell to set its properties (Caption,
Enabled, Visible, Tag and
Selected).

Events
SelectionChanged
Called when the radio button selection has changed.

Properties
CellCaption
Use to set the caption for a specific radio button (cell). Supply
the row and column as parameters.

CellSelected, CellValue
Use to select or deselect a specific radio button (cell).
CellTag
Use to get or set the tag value for a specific radio button (cell).
CellVisible
Use to get or set the visibility of a specific radio button (cell).
ColumnCount
The number of columns in the radio group.
RowCount
The number of rows in the radio group.

Methods
SelectByCaption, SelectByTag
Allows you to select a specific radio button in the Radio Group by
specifying its Caption or Tag value.
SelectedCaption
Returns the Caption of the selected radio button.
SelectedCell
Returns the row and column indexes of the selected radio button.
SelectedTag
Returns the Tag of the selected radio button.
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Slider
Class: WebSlider

The Slider control provides an interface that is used for increasing
or decreasing a numeric value. Like the Scroll Bar, the Slider can
appear horizontally (which is the default) or vertically. You can
create a vertical Slider by changing its
height so that it is greater than its
width. Unlike the Scroll Bar, the Slider

Figure 3.14 Slider
Control

automatically maintains the correct
proportions regardless of the
dimensions you give it.
You can use the Set Default Value feature to set the default
position of the slider.

Events
ValueChanged
Called when the slider value has changed.

Properties
Minimum, Maximum
The minimum and maximum values returned by the Scroll Bar.
Value
An Integer used to get or set current position of the scroll bar.
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Section 5

Controls: Inputs
Text Field
Class: WebTextField

Text Fields display text in a single-line text entry field, such as the
login field seen on
many web pages.
Use the Set Default

TextChanged
Called when the text has been changed, but only after the user
has pressed return, enter or the field has lost focus.

Properties
Figure 3.15 Setting Default Text for
Text Field

Value feature to set
the default text for
the text field.

Events
KeyPressed
Called when a key has been pressed while the field has focus.
The Details parameters tells you which key was pressed.
Remember that events such as this call
back to the server to process the code.
Figure 3.16
Due to latency between the browser
Text Field
and the server you do not want to have
time consuming code in this event
handler.

AutoCapitalize, AutoComplete, AutoCorrect
Activates the corresponding feature for iOS browsers. Has no
eﬀect on other browsers or platforms.
CueText
Gets or sets the cue text (prompt text) that is displayed within the
Text Field.
ReadOnly
Use to get or set the read-only setting. When read-only, the user
cannot type in the field, but they can copy text from it.
Text
Contains the text displayed in the text field.
Type
A text field can have these types:
• Normal
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• Password

A Text Field with its type preset to Telephone. Only supported on
iOS.

• E-Mail Address

URL Field

• Number

Class: WebTextField

• Telephone Number
• URL

Password Field

A Text Field with its type preset to URL. Only supported on iOS.

Figure 3.17
Password Field

Class: WebTextField
A Text Field with its type preset to Password. This field works on
all browsers.

E-mail Address Field
Class: WebTextField
A Text Field with its type preset to Email.
Only supported on iOS.

Number Field

Figure 3.18
Number Field

Class: WebTextField
A Text Field with its type preset to
Number. Supported on Safari, Chrome and iOS.

Telephone Field
Class: WebTextField
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Text Area
Class: WebTextArea

The Text Area control is a multi-line text field, such as what you
might use to post on a
discussion forum for
example.

Figure 3.19 Text Area on a Web
Page

Unlike the Text Area for
desktop applications, the
applications does not

area.

ReadOnly
Use to get or set the read-only setting. When read-only, the user
cannot type in the Text Area, but they can copy text from it.

Methods

support styled text.

specify the default text for the text

Properties

Text
Contains the text displayed in the Text Area.

Text Area for web

Use the Set Default Value feature to

TextChanged
Called when the text has been changed, but only after the control
has lost focus.

Figure 3.20 Set
Default Text for Text
Area

Events
KeyPressed
Called when a key has been pressed
while the control has focus. The
Details parameters tells you which key
was pressed. Remember that events
such as this call back to the server to
process the code. Due to latency
between the browser and the server you do not want to have time
consuming code in this event handler.

AppendText
Use AppendText to quickly add text to the Text Area. AppendText
is faster than using the + operator on the Text property to add
text.
InsertText
InsertText can be used to insert text into a specific place in the
Text Area.
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has pressed return, enter or the field has lost focus. You should
call your searching code from this event handler.

Search Field
Class: WebSearchField

A Search Field is used
for entering values

Figure 3.21 Search Field

that relate to
searching. It operates
similarly to a Text Field, but has a diﬀerent look and extra features
such a list of recently entered values and cue text.

Properties
CueText
The prompt text that appears in the field. This is not actual text.
Think of it as a Label that is inside the field.
Text
Contains the text displayed in the text field.

A Search Field does not do
any searching; it is used to
get the text for searching.

Figure 3.22 Search Field
Showing Search Menu

Use the Set Default Value
feature to specify the default
text.

Events
KeyPressed
Called when a key has been pressed while the field has focus.
The Details parameters tells you which key was pressed.
Remember that events such as this call back to the server to
process the code. Due to latency between the browser and the
server you do not want to have time consuming code in this event
handler.
TextChanged
Called when the text has been changed, but only after the user
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File Uploader
Class: WebFileUploader

File Uploader allows you to

Figure 3.23 File Uploader

create a list of files to upload
to the web server.
File Uploader has its own

FileRemove
Called when a file has been removed from the list using the “-”
button.
UploadBegin
Called when the upload begins.

you call the Upload method,

UploadComplete
Called when all the files have finished uploading. Supplies an
array of WebUploadedFiles that may exist on disk or in memory.
In order to retain the files, you need to save them as the files in
the temporary folder are deleted (and ones in memory are
released) when the event handler returns.

usually from an

Properties

user interface that cannot be
changed. The user can add
files to the upload list one at
a time. To upload the files,

accompanying button.
Uploaded files larger than 256K are written directly to the
temporary folder if it is writeable. The file is kept in memory if the

FileCount
The number of files that are currently in the list.

temporary folder is not writeable or the file is 256K or smaller.

Limit
The maximum number of files that can be added to the list.

For files kept in memory, be aware of the maximum available

Methods

RAM you have on your web server.

Events
FileAdded
Called when a file has been added to the list using the “+” button.
You can use this event handler to only allow files of certain types
to be added.

FileAtIndex
Returns the name of the file in the list at the specified index (0based).
RemoveFileAtIndex
Removes the file from the list at the specified index (0-based).
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Upload
Starts the upload process. Usually you call this method from an
accompanying button.

Dim bs As BinaryOutputStream

Examples

For Each file As WebUploadedFile In Files

This code in the Action event handler for a button starts
uploading the files that have been added to the File Uploader:

Dim f As FolderItem

f = New FolderItem(file.Name)
Try
bs = BinaryStream.Create(f, True)
bs.Write(file.Data)

FileUploader1.Upload

bs.Close
Catch e As IOException

After the upload has completed, you can process the files in the
UploadComplete event handler. This code saves the uploaded
files to disk:

// Error, skip file
Continue
End Try
Next

However, it is simpler and uses less memory to just call the Save
method to save the file to a permanent location:
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Dim saveFile As FolderItem
For Each file As WebUploadedFile In Files
saveFile = New FolderItem(file.Name)
Try
file.Save(saveFile)
Catch e As IOException
// File Error, skip file
Continue
End Try
Next
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Section 6

Controls: Decor
Canvas

Refresh

Class: WebCanvas

Call this method to immediately redraw the Canvas. You can

A Canvas control can be used to display a picture from a file or a

optionally specify a parameter to erase the background before

graphics drawn in code. The Canvas control has access to the

redrawing. Calling this method frequently can slow your

drawing tools belonging to the Graphics class; with these tools

application. In most cases it is better to call Invalidate instead.

you can programmatically draw objects within the Canvas. If
your application requires a type of control that is not built-in, you
can use a Canvas control and Graphics drawing commands to
create the controls you need.

Events
Paint
The Paint event is called when the Canvas needs to redraw itself.
This could be called automatically by the web browser or by a
call to Refresh.
Use the supplied web graphics object (g) for all Canvas drawing.

Methods
Invalidate
Call this method to tell the web browser to redraw the Canvas

Supported
Use to check if the current browser session supports the Canvas.

WebGraphics
Class: WebGraphics

The Paint event supplies a WebGraphics object (g) as a
parameter that you use to draw to the Canvas. WebGraphics
contains properties and methods for drawing. It is covered in
detail in the Graphics and Multimedia chapter of the Frameworks
Guide.

Example
This code in the Canvas Paint event handler draws shapes and
text in the Canvas:

when it is doing other redrawing.
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g.ForeColor = &cff0000
g.FillRect(10, 10, 50, 50)
g.ForeColor = &c0000ff
g.DrawString("Hello!", 50, 100)

Label
Class: WebLabel

The WebLabel control is used to display text that the user cannot
select or edit.

Properties
Text
The text that is displayed in the Label.

Figure 3.24 Label with a Text Field
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Link

Rectangle

Class: WebLink

Class: WebRectangle

The Link control opens the URL when clicked. By default, it

A Rectangle control draws a rectangle that can be of any length,

displays the link as blue and underlined — the default style for a

width, border color, and fill color. By default, rectangles are 100

link. Use the URL property in the Inspector to set the link target

pixels in length and width, with a black border that is 1 pixel thick

and change the Text property to

and a white center. You can style the Rectangle by applying a

something that suggests the
destination link. By default, the Text
property is “Untitled” and the URL

Figure 3.25 Link
Control

is set to “http://www.xojo.com”.

Style.
The following illustrations shows two example WebRectangles in
its standard shape and one with an applied style that rounds the
corners.

Properties
Target
Determines where the URL is displayed. Options are:
• Self

Figure 3.26
Standard
Rectangle

Figure 3.27
Rectangle with
a Style that
Rounds the
Corners

• New Window
• Current Window
• Parent Frame
Text
The text of the link. This does not have to match the URL. For
example, the Text could be “Visit Xojo on the Web” and the URL
could be “http://www.xojo.com”.
URL
The URL that will be opened when the user clicks the Link.
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Separator
Class: WebSeparator

The Separator control simply places a vertical or horizontal line in
the window. You can use to help organize other objects.

Figure 3.28
Separator
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Section 7

Controls: Indicators
Progress Wheel
Class: WebProgressWheel

The ProgressWheel control is often displayed
to indicate that a time-consuming operation
is in progress.

Properties

Figure 3.29
Progress
Wheel

Progress Bar
Class: WebProgressBar

ProgressBars are designed to indicate that some function of your
application is progressing (hence the name)
towards its goal or to show capacity. Unlike
Scroll Bars and Sliders, Progress Bars are

Figure 3.30
Progress Bar

designed to display a value. They cannot be

Visible

used for data entry. Also, they appear only in a

Set Visible to True to show the Progress

horizontal orientation.

Wheel. When it is visible, it displays a
spinning animation.

Properties
Indeterminate
The Progress Bar displays as indeterminate when True.
Maximum
Specifies the maximum value of the Progress Bar.
Value
The current value of the Progress Bar.
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Indeterminate Progress Bar
Class: WebProgressBar

A Progress Bar that has its Indeterminate
property set to True. How this Progress Bar

Figure 3.31
Indeterminate
Progress Bar

displays depends on the browser and OS.
The Maximum and Value properties are not
used.

Examples
To update a Progress Bar, you should use a Timer. This code in
the Action event handler for a Timer (Mode = Multiple and Period
= 500) moves a Progress Bar. When the maximum is reached, the
Timer is disabled:

Static counter As Integer
counter = counter + 1
If counter <= ProgressBar1.Maximum Then
ProgressBar1.Value = counter
Else
Me.Enabled = False
End If

Note: The Static keyword declares a variable whose value is remembered
between event calls.
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Section 8

Controls: Viewers
use the Set Default Value feature to add default rows to the List

List Box

Box.

Class: WebListBox

List Box controls display a scrolling list of values in one or more
columns. The user can use
the mouse or the arrow

Figure 3.33 Editing the List Box Default Values

Figure 3.32 List Box

keys to choose an item.
You can change the number
of columns of any List Box
simply by setting the
ColumnCount property in
the Inspector.
You can use a Style object
to style a List Box in
standard ways and you can use the PrimaryRowColor and
AlternateRowColor properties to apply diﬀerent background
colors to alternate rows.
Use the Set Default Value feature to change the headers of the
List Box in the Layout Editor. Click once on the header to select it
and then click again on the column you wish to edit. You can also
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Events
CellClick
Called when the user clicks within a specific cell in the List Box.
The Row and Column (zero-based) are supplied as parameters.

List
Provides access to the first column of data.
ListIndex
Identifies the currently selected row.

SelectionChanged
Called when the row selection has changed.

RowCount
This is the total number of rows.

Properties

RowHeight, MinimumRowHeight
Used to get the height of the row and to set what the minimum
allowable height should be.

AlternateRowColor, PrimaryRowColor
Used to specify the background colors of rows.
CellTag
Specifies a tag value for a specific cell. As it is a variant, a tag
can contain any value.
ColumnCount
Use to get or set the number of columns.
ColumnWidth, ColumnWidths
These properties are used to set a specific column width or the
width for all the columns.
HasHeading
When True, the List Box has a heading for each column.
Heading
If there is a heading, this property is used to specify the heading
for a column.

Methods
AddRow
Call this method to add a row (after the last row) and specify the
values for the cells in the row.
Cell
Used to get or set the values of a specific cell.
CellStyle, ColumnStyle
Use this method to apply a Style to a specific cell or a specific
row.
DeleteAllRows
Removes all the rows from the List Box.
InsertRow
Adds a row at the specified position.
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RemoveRow
Removes the specified row.

HTML Viewer

RowTag
Used to assign a tag value to the specified row.

The HTML Viewer control renders HTML (like any web browser

Selected
Indicates if the specified row is selected.

Class: WebHtmlViewer

application). Typically, this is used to display pages that are not
part of the web application.

Figure 3.34 HTML Viewer Displaying Wikipedia

You can pass this control the HTML text itself or tell it to load the
HMTL specified by a URL. If the HTML is valid, it renders it. You
can specify the default URL via the URL property in the Inspector
for the control.

Properties
URL
Specify the URL in the Inspector to set the web page that is
displayed when the Web Viewer first opens.
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Methods

Image Well

LoadPage
Use this method to load HTML (as a string) that you provide.

Class: WebImageView

Print
Prints the contents of the HTML Viewer (some browsers will print
the entire web page).
ShowURL
Used to display the web page at the supplied URL.

Example
This code shows Wikipedia in a HTMLVIewer Viewer:

HTMLViewer1.ShowURL("http://www.wikipedia.org")

The Image Well control provides an area in which you can display
a JPEG or PNG image from your project, or link to a picture at an
URL. To specify a picture, use the Picture property in the
Inspector. To specify a picture on the web use the URL property.

Events
PictureChanged
Called when the Picture changes.

Properties
Picture
Specifies the picture (JPG or PNG) to display.
ProtectImage
Specifies whether the user is allowed to drag the image.
URL
Specifies a URL of a picture (JPG or PNG) to display.
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Movie Player
Class: WebMoviePlayer

The Movie Player plays a video in a Web Page. The video can be
specified in the Inspector or via code. You can independently
specify up to three versions of the same video. You specify the
versions by
providing

Figure 3.35 Movie Player with a Movie Playing

small-size, low-bandwidth encoding for Mobile clients who have
cellular service.
The Movie Player control uses the browser’s native HTML5 video
capabilities, if available. If the browser cannot play the video in
the encoding that you provided, then it will attempt to play the
video using Flash. If Flash is used, it requires Flash 9.0.32 or later.

separate

Two interesting properties can be set in the Inspector. The

URLs. The

AllowFullScreen property displays the widget that toggles

three

between full-screen and the size of the control in the app. The

versions

AutoPlay property starts the movie automatically when the control

are for:

is displayed.

• a

Events

desktop
client
• a web client that uses WiFi
• a web client that uses cellular service.
This means you can easily specify diﬀerent encodings and
bitrates depending on the type of device and its connection
speed. The client app chooses the most appropriate version to
present. Normally, you use the Desktop URL for the large-size,
high-bandwidth encoding; the WiFi URL for a smaller-size, highbandwidth encoding for Mobile clients on WiFi service, and a

Properties
AllowFullScreen
When True, displays a button on the movie to allow the user to
have it display using the full screen.
AutoPlay
When True, the movie begins playing when the control is
displayed.
DesktopURL, MobileCellularURL, MobileWiFiURL
Specifies the various movie URLs to use depending on the type
of browser and its connection to the Internet.
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Methods

Map Viewer

FastForward, FastForwardStop
Used to activate or stop fast forwarding of the movie.

Class: WebMapViewer

FastRewind, FastRewindStop
Used to activate or stop fast rewinding of the movie.
GoToBeginning, GoToEnding
Jumps to the beginning or ending of the movie.

The Map Viewer uses Google Maps to display a map that is
centered at a user-specified location. The location can be
specified by its latitude and longitude coordinates or by a
location, such as
“Boston, MA”.
You will typically

Mute
Mutes or unmutes the movie sound.

also use the

Play
Starts playing the movie. If the movie is already playing then this
stops the movie.

and

Reset
Resets the Movie Player control. Call this method after changing
any of the movie URLs.

Figure 3.36 Map Viewer Displaying
Boston, MA

WebMapLocation
WebDeviceLocation
classes with Map
Viewer.

Events
CenterChanged
Called when the map has been re-centered.
TypeChanged
Called when the type of the map has changed.

Properties
Latitude, Longitude
Allow you to specify or check the latitude and longitude of the
center of the displayed map. Call Update to relocate the map
after making changes.
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MapType
Used to specify the type of map that is displayed: Roadmap,
Satellite, Hybrid, Terrain.

YouTube Movie

Methods

a YouTube movie. You simply provide the URL to the YouTube

AddLocation
Adds a WebMapLocation to the map. This displays a “pin” at the
location.

The control displays the standard movie controller for your

Class: WebYouTubeMovie

The YouTube Movie controls provides a simple way of displaying
movie in the Inspector.

platform, so you don’t need to manage the other aspects of the

GoToLocation
Centers the map on the passed WebMapLocation.

user interface in any way.

RemoveLocation
Removes a WebMapLocation from the map.

URL

Update
Centers the map after changes to Latitude and Longitude.

Properties
Set this to the URL of the YouTube movie that you want to play

Figure 3.37 Infamous Keyboard Cat Video Playing in
YouTube Movie Control

Examples
To add a location to a Map Viewer, first create a new instance of
WebMapLocation:

Dim location As New WebMapLocation("Boston, MA")
MyMapViewer.AddLocation(location)
MyMapViewer.GoToLocation(location)
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Section 9

Controls: Controllers
The controls in this section are all non-visual. They do not
appear on the Window in the built application and the user

Database Query
Class: DatabaseQuery

cannot see or interact with them. When added to a Window,

The DatabaseQuery control can be used to send SQL queries to

they appear on the Shelf of the Layout Editor.

the database. This function can also be done with the language

Adding these controls to the Layout is merely a convenience to
give you easy access to their event handlers. Although you can
also create these controls in using the New operator you will not

(without using the DatabaseQuery control at all). When you add a
DatabaseQuery control to a window, it is not visible in the built
application.

have access to the event handlers unless you first subclass the

To use the DatabaseQuery control, you write a SQL statement

control (and access the event handlers there) or use the

and assign it to the SQLQuery property of the control. The

AddHandler command to map event handlers to methods on the

SQLQuery is executed automatically when its window appears. It

window. AddHandler is covered in the Advanced chapter of the

also has one method, RunQuery, which runs the query stored in

Framework Guide.

the SQLQuery property.
Database Query is covered in more detail in the Databases
chapter of the Frameworks Guide.
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XojoScript

Serial

Class: XojoScript

Class: Serial

The XojoScript control allows the end user to write and execute

Although the Serial control displays an icon when placed in a

Xojo code within a compiled application. Scripts are compiled

window in the Window Editor, it is not visible in the built

into machine code.

application. It is designed only for executing code to

You pass the code that you want to run via the Source property
and execute it by issuing the Run method. Please see the

communicate via the serial port. For more information, see the
Serial control in the Language Reference for more details.

Language Reference for details on the functions, control

The Serial control can be instantiated via code since it is not a

structures, and commands supported by the XojoScript control.

subclass of Control. This allows you to easily write code that does

XojoScript is covered in more detail in the Advanced chapter of
the Frameworks Guide.

communications without adding the control to a window.
Serial is covered in more detail in the Devices and Networking
chapter of the Frameworks Guide.
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Thread

Timer

Class: Thread

Class: WebTimer

Thread is covered in detail in the Concurrency chapter of the

The Timer executes some code once or repeatedly after a period

Frameworks Guide.

of time has passed.
Timer is covered in more detail in the Concurrency chapter of the
Frameworks Guide.
A Timer in a web application is similar to a Timer in a desktop
application.
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Animator
Class: WebAnimator

The WebAnimator control is used to move, resize, rotate, scale,
and change the opacity of other controls on a web page. If the
browser supports 2D and/or 3D hardware acceleration, then the
Animator uses it.

Events
AnimationComplete
Called when the animation has finished playing.

Properties

XRotationSupported, YRotationSupported, ZRotationSupported
Indicates the types of rotation animations supported by the
browser.
XSkewSupported, YSkewSupported
Indicates the type of skew animations supported by the browser.

Methods
AddKeyFrame
Inserts a key frame at the specified time (in seconds).
AddNextKeyFrame
Adds a key frame after the last key frame.

Hardware2DSupported, Hardware3DSupported
Indicates whether 2D or 3D transformations are supported by the
browser.

KeyFrameTime
Used to get or set the current KeyFrame.

MoveSupported
Indicates if move animations are supported by the browser.

Move
Moves the specified control to the new coordinates in the time
specified by the duration.

OpacitySupported
Indicates if opacity animations are supported by the browser.
ResizeSupported
Indicates if resize animations are supported by the browser.
ScaleSupported
Indicates whether the browser supports scale animations.

Opacity
Changes the opacity of the specified control to the percentage in
the time specified by the duration.
Play
Call Play to actually play the animations.
Resize
Resizes the specified control to the width and height in the time
specified by the duration.
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RotateX, RotateY, RotateZ
Rotates the specified control (in degrees) in the time specified by
the duration.

Dim w, h As Integer
w = ShrinkArea.Width
h = ShrinkArea.Height

Scale
Resizes the specified control (based on percentage) in the time
specified by the duration.

ControlAnimator.Resize(ShrinkArea, 30, 30, 2)
ControlAnimator.AddKeyFrame(2)
ControlAnimator.Resize(ShrinkArea, w, h, 2)
ControlAnimator.Play

SkewX, SkewY
Skews the specified control (in degrees) in the time specified by
the duration.

Examples

AddKeyFrame in this code adds a key frame at the two second
mark, which is after the first animation has completed. Then the
resize back to its original size is queued.

This example resizes a Text Area on a web page from its original
size down to 30x30 in two seconds. First add an Animator and
Text Area to a web page and name them ControlAnimator and
ShrinkArea). Then add a Button to the page and put this code in
its Action event handler:

ControlAnimator.Resize(ShrinkArea, 30, 30, 2)
ControlAnimator.Play

Key Frames are used to queue up a collection of animations so
that they can run all at once. For example, to have the above
Text Area shrink and go back to its original size, you would put
this code in the Action event handler of the button:
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Device Location

Page Source

Class: WebDeviceLocation

Class: WebPageSource

Use Device Location to access the HTML5 GeoLocation

Use the Page Source control to add your own HTML to a web

capabilities provided by the browser (if supported).

page before it is sent to the browser.

Events

Events

DeviceLocation
Called when the location has been determined after calling
RequestDeviceLocation. As parameters, provides latitude,
longitude, accuracy, altitude, altitude accuracy, heading, speed
and a time stamp.

EditSource
The EditSource event is called at run-time and provides you with
a way to modify the HTML source at run-time.

Error
Called if HTML5 GeoLocation is not supported.

Properties
MaximumAge
Specifies (in milliseconds) the age a location must be before a
asking the device for a new location. Use this to prevent your
app from requesting the location on a device too frequently and
thus excessively draining its battery.

Properties
Location
Indicates if the source should be added before the page content
or after the page content. You can modify the Location in the
Inspector. Use the EditSource event to specify source and
location at run-time.
Source
Specifies the HTML source to add. You can modify Source in the
Inspector. Use the EditSource event to specify source and
location at run-time.

Methods
RequestDeviceLocation
Request the location of the device. The device will prompt the
user for permission. You may also provide a timeout, maximum
age and whether you want high precision.
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Section 10

Dialog Boxes
There are two ways to create dialog boxes in web applications.
You can use the simple MsgBox command to display a simple
dialog box or you can create a full-featured dialog box by

MsgBox
MsgBox can only be used to display a simple text message with
a single OK button.

creating a WebDialog.

MsgBox("File transfer complete!")

This line of code displays a message box with the message and
one button that the user can click to dismiss the window.

Figure 3.38 MsgBox
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• Modal

Web Dialogs
Class: WebDialog

A modal dialog

Most of the time you will need a more advanced dialog box,

displays in the center

perhaps with additional controls or a more sophisticated layout

of the page. The rest

than what MsgBox oﬀers.

of the page is

Figure 3.41 Modal Dialog

inaccessible until the
To do this, you add a Web Dialog to your project, layout its design

dialog is dismissed.

and add it to a web page. A web dialog has three display styles:
On the dialog, you add the controls for the layout you need. In
• Sheet

Figure 3.39 Sheet Dialog

particular, remember to add a button that dismisses the dialog.

A sheet dialog
drops down from

Events

the title or tab bar

Dismissed
The Dismissed event is called when the dialog closes by calling
its Hide or Show methods. It is also called when the close button
on the title bar is clicked for palette dialogs.

of the web
browser. The rest
of the page is inaccessible until the dialog is dismissed.

Properties

• Palette
A palette dialog is
display in a

Figure 3.40 Palette Dialog

floating box on the
page. The user
can drag this box
around the page,
but not outside of
the page (or the web browser). A palette dialog can be closed
using the close button on its title bar.

Type
You specify the type in the Inspector to indicate how the web
dialog displays. The type can be Sheet, Palette or Modal.

Example
The technique to use with WebDialogs is to create a public
property on the web dialog to identify the button that was
pressed to close it. In the Dismissed event of the web dialog on
the web page, you check this property to see what button was
pressed and proceed accordingly.
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Here is an example:
1. Create a new Web Dialog called “TestDialog” using the Insert
button on the toolbar or the Insert menu. Or you can drag a
“Modal Dialog” from the Library.
2. Change its Type property in the Inspector to “Modal”.
3. Add two buttons to TestDialog. Name the buttons “OKButton”
and “CancelButton” and change their captions to “OK” and
“Cancel” respectively.
4. Add a public property called SelectedButton As
WebButton.
5. In the Action event for each button, add this code:

SelectedButton = Me
Self.Close

6. Now you can add the dialog to the web page.
Drag the dialog from the Navigator to the default web page.
The dialog appears in the shelf at the bottom of the Layout
Editor and it is called TestDialog1.
7. Double-click on TestDialog1 to add an event handler. Choose
the Dismissed event from the list and click OK.

8. In the code editor add this code:

Select Case Me.SelectedButton
Case Me.OKButton
MsgBox("OK pressed.")
Case Me.CancelButton
MsgBox("Cancel pressed.")
End Select

9. Add a Button to the web page and name it “DialogButton” with
a caption of “Test”.
10.Double-click DialogButton and add the Action event handler.
Add this code:

TestDialog1.Show

What you have created is a simple dialog that gets displayed
when you click the Test button on the web page. When you click
either OK or Cancel on the dialog, the SelectedButton property
gets set to the button that was pressed (referred to by Me) and
the dialog is closed. This calls the Dismissed event handler,
where your code checks the SelectedButton property of the
dialog (that you just set) and displays a message telling you which
button was clicked.
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Section 11

Containers
Container Control

You have two ways to add a Container Control to your web page.

Class: WebContainer

First, you can drag it from the Navigator onto the Web Page

The Container Control is a special control that can contain any

Layout Editor. Or you can find it in the Library in the Project

other control (including other Container Controls). A Container

Controls section and drag it from there to the Web Page Layout

Control can be used to:

Editor.

• Organize groups of controls into reusable interface

A Container Control itself is invisible in built applications. Your

components

application only see the controls on the Container Control and
not the Container Control itself.

• Create custom controls made up of other controls
Container Controls are commonly used to simplify web page
• Increase encapsulation and simplify complex web page layouts
• Create dynamic web page layouts
To use a Container Control on a web page, you first have to add
one to your project using the Insert ↠ Container Control menu
from the Insert button or menu.
When you click on a Container Control in the Navigator, a Layout
Editor very similar to the Web Page Layout Editor appears. In
this Layout Editor, you can add controls to the Container Control.

layouts. You can add Container Controls to a web page as
described above or dynamically at run-time.
A Container Control shares most of its events, properties and
methods with a Web Page, with these two additions:

Properties
ScrollBarsVisible
Controls the behavior of scroll bars that are needed if the view of
the Container Control is smaller than its contents. You can
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choose to have scrollbars added automatically (0), always (1), or
never (2).

Methods
EmbedWithin
Allows you to dynamically add a Container Control to a web page
programmatically. The following code in the Shown event of a
Web Page adds a Container Control to the web page in the top
left corner:

Dim cc As New MyContainer
cc.EmbedWithin(Self, 0, 0)
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Section 12

Styles
In your Label on the web page, select BoldLabel as its Style in

Styles
To control the appearance of controls, you use Styles. A Style is
an object that lets you specify information for a control, Text and
Font, Borders, Shadows, Padding, Corner Radii, Opacity and
Background. You can provide style information for these states:
Normal, Hover, Pressed and Visited.

the Inspector.
Styles allow you to have a more consistent theme and overall
look for your web application. If you used BoldLabelStyle on all
Labels that you wanted to be bold and then later decided you
also wanted to make them both Italic and Bold, you would just

Every control in a web application has a Style property (in the

change the BoldLabelStyle to include Italic. The change is

Inspector) that can be set to a Style in your project.

automatically reflected in all the Labels in your project that use
BoldLabelStyle without you having to do anything else.

Figure 3.42 Adding the Font Style Property to a Style

Although Styles are not actual classes, they can be “inherited”
by setting the Super of a Style to another Style. A Style with a
specified Super gets all its style properties by default. You can
change or override them as needed.

For example, to have a Label whose text displays in bold, you
would create a style,
called
BoldLabelStyle, and

Figure 3.43 Assign the Style to a
Label

add a Font Style
property. Set Font
Style to Bold.
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Style Editor

Style Properties

Use the Style Editor to create Styles for your web applications. It

The properties of a Style are not properties in

provides a simple unified interface for specifying all aspects of a

the traditional sense. For example, you can’t

control’s appearance.

read their values or set their values via code.

To add a Style to your project, select “Web Style” from the Insert
button on the toolbar or the Insert menu.
When you click on the Style, you see the Style Editor in its initial
blank state. It contains controls for specifying when the style is
used (Normal, Hover, Pressed and Visited) and a button to add
Style Properties.

Figure 3.45
Style
Properties

However, they feel very much like properties
when you are editing them in the Style Editor,
so they are called properties for the sake of
simplicity.
The properties are organized into the following
themes.
• Text and Fonts

Figure 3.44 Style Editor

• Borders
• Shadows
• Padding
• Corner Radii
• Miscellaneous
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TEXT AND FONTS

BORDERS
Property

Description

Top Border

Specifies the top border to
display, including type of line,
size and its color.

Left Border

Specifies the left border to
display, including type of line,
size and its color.

Specify the alignment as leftjustified, centered, right-justified
or center-justified.

Bottom Border

Specifies the bottom border to
display, including type of line,
size and its color.

Specifies the text color and
opacity using RGB or
Grayscale.

Right Border

Specifies the right border to
display, including type of line,
size and its color.

Property

Description

Font Family

Specifies the font family.

Font Style

Click the icon that corresponds
to bold, italic, underlined,
strikeout or overlined.

Font Size

Text Alignment

Text Color

Specify the font size in pixels,
points, percentage, mm or em.

Figure 3.46 The Text and Font
Properties and their Settings

Figure 3.47 Border Property Settings
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SHADOWS

PADDING

Property

Description

Text Shadow

Specify the vertical and
horizontal offsets, blur radius,
and color.

Drop Shadow

Specify the vertical and
horizontal offsets, blur radius,
and color.

Property

Description

Top Padding

Specify the amount of padding
in a chosen unit: pt, %, mm or
em.

Left Padding

Specify the amount of padding
in a chosen unit: pt, %, mm or
em.

Bottom Padding

Specify the amount of padding
in a chosen unit: pt, %, mm or
em.

Right Padding

Specify the amount of padding
in a chosen unit: pt, %, mm or
em.

Figure 3.48 Text Shadow Property Settings

Figure 3.49 Padding Properties and their Settings
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CORNER RADII

MISCELLANEOUS

Property

Description

Top Left Corner

Specify the amount of padding
in a chosen unit: pt, %, mm or
em.

Bottom Left Corner

Specify the amount of padding
in a chosen unit: pt, %, mm or
em.

Bottom Right Corner

Specify the amount of padding
in a chosen unit: pt, %, mm or
em.

Top Right Corner

Specify the amount of padding
in a chosen unit: pt, %, mm or
em.

Property

Description

Opacity

Specify a percentage for
Opacity.

Background

Specify either Solid or Gradient
and the color and opacity.

Figure 3.51 Miscellaneous Properties and their Settings

Figure 3.50 Corner Radii Properties and their Settings
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Link States

the Normal state and then use the other three states to override

At the top of the Styles Editor there are four buttons that

or add to those properties.

correspond to the four states that an object can be in.
Link State

Normal

Hover

Pressed

Visited

Description

Comment

The default state of an item.

An unvisited link in its
unclicked state or
content that isn’t a
link.

The mouse is over the item.

The pointer hovers
over the control in
position for a click but
the user has not yet
clicked.

The mouse button is down on
the item.

The properties of a
control for a few
milliseconds while the
pointer is actually
clicking it.

The mouse has been clicked at
least once on the item.

A control that has
been clicked on.
Often a visited link
has a different color
than a link in its
unvisited state.

Each button reveals a group of style properties that are expressed
when the object is in that state.
The Hover, Pressed, and Visited states all inherit from the Normal
state. This means you would normally set up the properties for
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Section 13

Other
Text
The menu item text.

Menus
Class: WebMenuItem

A web application cannot have a menu bar like a desktop
application, but it can have menus.
Two places that menus are used are
in Contextual menus for controls
and for Menu Buttons on Toolbars.

Figure 3.52
Contextual Menu on
a Button

In both cases, you use the

Tag
A variant value to attach to the menu item.

Methods
Append
Adds a menu item as a child of the menu item.

WebMenuItem class to create your

Child

menu.

Attempts to find a child of the menu item by its Text.

Properties

Clone

Count
The number of children of this menu item.

Duplicates the menu item and all its children.

Enabled
Indicates if the menu is enabled or disabled.

Recursively locates a menu item with the specified MenuID.

MenuID
A unique String assigned to the menu item.

Removes the menu item at the specified position or by supplying

FindItem

Remove
a reference to the menu item.
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Examples

KeyEvent

To add a contextual menu to a Button, you create the menu in the

The KeyEvent module contains names of keys that are returned in

Shown event handler and assign it to the ContextualMenu

the KeyPressed event handler for web controls. You can

property of the Button:

compare the value in the Details parameter with the properties in
KeyEvent to check for specific keys.

Dim menu As New WebMenuitem
menu.Append(New WebMenuItem("Item 1"))
menu.Append(New WebMenuItem("Item 2"))
Me.ContextualMenu = menu

For example:

Select Case details.KeyCode
Case details.KeyArrowDown
MsgBox("Down arrow")
Case details.KeyArrowLeft

Right-click on the button to show the menu.
To determine which menu was selected, use this code in the
ContextualMenuAction event handler of the Button:

Select Case Item.Text

MsgBox("Left arrow")
Case details.KeyArrowRight
MsgBox("Right arrow")
Case details.KeyArrowUp
MsgBox("Up arrow")
End Select

Case "Item 1"
MsgBox("Item 1 selected.")
Case "Item 2"
MsgBox("Item 2 selected.")
End Select
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Updating the User Interface via Code
In order to update your user interface via code, the update must

The Chat project in the “Sample Applications” folder
demonstrates this technique.

be initiated by a user interface event such as an event of the web
page, a button clicked event, etc. This means that if you want to
update your user interface using data from the application (for
example, data read from a socket or created by a XojoScript and
then stored in a property of the application or session classes),
you will need to have a WebTimer control on a web page,
container control or dialog, that fires and retrieves that
information. The application itself, without a user interface event,
cannot push data to the client.

Pushing Updates out to all Clients
If you want to broadcast information out to all clients (browsers)
using your application, you can do so by retaining a reference to
the pages you want to update.
This still needs to be triggered by a user interface event, of
course. For example, suppose you have a chat application and
would like to broadcast a chat message from one user out to all
the users with the chat application open in their browser.
Each time a ChatPage is opened, you can add it to a global array
on the App class. Then when a user sends a message (probably
by clicking a send button), you can have the application call a
method on each of the chat pages that you have saved in the
array.
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Chapter 4

iOS

This chapter contains information about controls
used when creating iOS apps.

Section 1

Overview
The iOS target can be used to create iOS apps for iPhone, iPad

• Sound examples

and related devices.
For information about iOS, including controls, classes,
deployment and more, refer to the online documentation located

Figure 4.1 Xojo Notes iOS App

And much more!

here:
http://developer.xojo.com/ios-ui-overview
Also, be sure to review the 50+ iOS example projects that are
included with your Xojo installation. There are many examples,
including:
• Xojo Notes
• Tip Calculator
• Tic Tac Toe
• Control examples
• Declare examples
• Graphics examples
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